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This document is the cumulative issue of the Esrth Resources Ressarch 
Data Facility ( m F )  Index. 
in DecemSer 1970. 
The next cumulative i-ssue will be published 
This document lists all Earth Resources Program information and related 
data that is available at the National Aeronautics and Space Adninistra- 
tion's Manned Spacecraft Center. 
collected during flights over test sites anci frDm studies made by inves- 
tigators supporting the Earth Resources Survey Progran. 
Include3 in the Index are data 
The informtion zataloged in this document is divided into four major 
catagories as f 0110~3 :
1. Technical documents an3 maps 
2. Functional an? check out data 
3 .  Imagery data 
4 .  Electronic data 
The method far assigning accession numbers to the technical data is 
shown on the following pages. 
this Index should be directed to: 
All requests for information concerning 
Edward 0. Zeitler 
Earth Resources Research Data Facility/TF12 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
IioJston, Texes 77058 
i 
EDITOR’S NOTES 
The ERRDF a t  t h e  Manned Spacecraft Center has arranged f o r  users t o  
visit tne  f a c i l i t y  o r  ordar t he  desired information by wri t ten requests.  
The f a c i l i t y  is open t o  a l l  persons in te res ted  i n  reviewing Gata l i s t e d  
ir, the Index. 
d i s t r ibn t ive  source, personrbel i re  avai lable  t o  assist the v i s i t o r  i n  
determining where he may purchase desired data.  If you &re unable t o  
vis i t  t h e  f a c i l i t y ,  you may pllrchase documents ($3.00 f o r  hard copy and 
$0.65 on microfiche) l isted i n  the  index i n  categories 05, 07, 08, and 
09 from: 
Although the  f a c i l i t y  does not function as a lending o r  
Clearinghouse f o r  Fedaral Sc ien t i f i c  
and Technical Information 
Port Royal Road 
Springfield,  Virginia 22151 
Gemini and Apollo photographs of t h e  ea r th  may be purchased from: 
Technology Application Center 
University of New Mexico 
Albuqwrque , New Mexico 87106 
Plans are being f ina l ized  t o  enable t h e  Data F a c i l i t y  t n  se l l  filL data  
resu l t ing  from t t -e  a i r c r a f t  missions. 
Visitors t o  the  f a c i l i t y  are regis tered a t  t h e  receiving desk as t o  name, 
organization, and pr inc ipa l  subject  i n t e r e s t .  An index OI’ i n fmna t ion  
is a-railable f o r  e d n a t i o n  i n  the  ERRDF or  through vri?:en requests.  
For convenience, data  types bearing similar rehit ionenip.-  are grouped 
together i n  the index. 
Each data  itein i n  the  &r th  Resources Research Data Fa.:il.ity (ERRDF) has 
i t s  own accession nmber which can ba used i n  requesting data from t he  
index. 
major subject  o r  d i scfp l ine ,  spec i f i c  da ta  type, geograd.ic locat ion.  
s i te  number, and the  she l f  o r  index number. 
unit of da ta  f o r  r e t r i ev ing  da ta  requested from tho filea. 
of an accession number and its elements is shown i n  the following 
figwe. 
The accession fiuiaber is structured t o  yield such information as 
This nlunber i d e n t i f i e s  each 
An example 
1.- SASA Index i d e n t i f i e r  
2.- Major d i sc ip l ine  category and da ta  type 
I 3.- Geographic zone 
5.-  Shelf o r  index number 
1. m 
The first f i e l d  of t h s  accession nmiber is  a double letter code which 
dis t inguishes  t h i s  index (Natural Resources) from a ther  NASA indexes . 
2. Major d i sc ip l ine  and da ta  type 
The second f i e l d  contains a double-digit  code which i d e n t i f i e s  t he  
spec i f i c  data type u d e r  consideration. 
by an upper case alpha plus the  numberic. 
and nonimagery e t  ce te ra)  are indicated by a double numeric. 
Documentary da ta  is denoted 
Other data types (imagery 
I n  t he  case of documentary information, the  first alpha d i g i t  
i d e n t i f i e s  nine major subject  categmies as shown below: 
A - Agriculture 
B - Cartography 
C - Forestry 
D - Geography 
E - Geology 
F - Hydrology 
G - Oceanographg 
H - M u l t i a i s c i p l i n e  and other sciences 
P - Earth Obsemrations Program documents 
iii 
The second d i g i t  is  a numeric which d.esignates one of nine s p s c i f i c  
data  types as follows: 
1. S i t e  Maps 
2. S i t e  Description 
3 .  Mission Request 
4 .  Mission Screening and Summary Reports 
5. Technical Letter 
6. Progress F.ep0r.t 
7. S w m r y  Report 
8. Subject Zelated Document 
9. Technical Report 
In  ada i t ion  t o  the  nine document da ta  types, described above, doclble- 
d i g i t  numeric in3 ica tors  have bsen provided f o r  the  following data  
types : 
10 Inf l igh t  Records (charts ,  graphs, e t  cetera)  
11 t o  19 Reserved f o r  future da ta  typss 
20 t o  49 Imagery da ta  (see page v f o r  a list, of s p e c i f i c  sensor 
types 
50 Gemini Photography 
51 Apollo Photography 
52 t o  74 Reserved for spacecraf t  data  types 
75 Electronic Data (Magnetic Taped). See page for 
non-imging sensors. 
76 Processed Electronic Data 
iv 























-- SENSdR -- 
Multiband Camera ( I t ek  - 9 Lens) 
RS-U Dual Channel I R  Sca-rmsr (Texas Instruments) 
RC-8 Sarnera ( Wild-Heerbrugg) 
Heconofax IV IR Scmner (HRB Singer) 
AAS-5 uv Gamera (HRB Singer) 
Nikan Data Panel K-17 Camera (Chicago Aerial) 
T-11 Camera (Fairchi ld)  
A P S  Camera (Maurer) 
IR -9adiometer Scanner (Block Ehgineering h ) 
RS7 I R  Scanner (Texas Instruments) 
K-17 Metric Camera (Chicago Aerial)  
Hasselblad Camera - 6-inch foca l  length 
Reserved 
AFQ-97 SLm (Westinghouse) 
Reconofax IV Camera (HRB Singer) 
Zeiss RMK 30/23 Camera - 12-inch focal length 
gasselblad Cluster Camera A 
Hasselblad Cluster Camera B 
Hasselblad Cluster Camera C 
Hasssliolad Cluster Camera D 
















DPD-2 SLAR [Philco-Ford) 
KA-62 Clustsr  Camera A (Chicago Aerial) 
KA-62 Cluster Camera B (Chicago Aerial) 
KA-62 Cluster Camera C (Chicago Asrial) 
KA-62 Cluster Camera D (Chicago Aerial) 
CODE 76 NON-IMAGZEiY SEXSOR mPES 
SENSOR 
Liquid Water Content Indicator  ( Johnson-Williams Co . ) 
Dewpoint Hygrometer (Cambridge Systems) 
Wdtifrequency Microwave Radiometer (MFMR) - (Space 
General Corp . ) 
I R  Rapid Scan Spectrometer (Lockheed Aero. COrP. 
Precision Radiation Thermometer (I"-5) - (Barnes 
Engineering Corp . ) 
I R  Radiometer (Block Enginesring Corp.) 
Total A i r  Temperature Probe (Rosemont Engineering GO* ) 
f i t !  tispectral Scanner-% Channel (Bendid 
.A00 GHz Scatterometer-DP (Emerson Corp.) 
13.3 Scatterometer-SP (Ryan Aero. Corp.1 
vi 
S%'SGR 
Scatterometer-DP (Ryan Aero. Corp.) 13.3 GH 
1.6 GH 
2 
Scattermeter-DP (Ryan Aero. Corp.) z 
3 .  Geographic Zone 
The t h i r d  f i e l d  contain* a double-digit alpha code which indicates  
t h e  general geographic zone i n  which the  data  were collected.  The 
ERRDF geographic reference system is similar TO t he  World GeograDhic 
Referencg System (GEOREF) which i s  described on page x i i i .  
system divides t h e  ear tns  surface i n t o  1 5  degree quadrangles of 
l a t i t u d e  and longitude. 
of  longitude, extending eastward 360 degrees f r m n  the  180th meridan 
and a l so  f o r  each 1 5  degree d iv is ion  of l a t i t u d e  extending 180 degrees 
northward from t h e  south pole. 
d iv is ion  are shown on a Earth Zone Map oa page ix. 
covering areas  witkin t h e  Unite3 S ta tes  are shown on the U.S. Zone 
Map on page x. 
This 
Letters a r e  assigned each 1 5  degree-division 
The a p p r o p i a t e  l e t .  2rs f o r  each 
Quadrangles 
The i n i t i a l  l e t t e r  ind ica tes  the  approximate longitude and the  
second le t te r  ind ica tes  t he  approximate l a t i t ude .  
zone designated I1GJt1 indicates  t h a t  the  general geq raph ic  area f o r  
a given data  type i s  located i n  the eastern ha l f  of the United 
States .  
second l e t t e r  indicates  the approximate l a t i t ude .  
one zone is  overflown t i e  da ta  are c l a s s i f i ed  i n  t h e  zone of greatest 
coverage. The nunerals 1103tf are used when zoning is not a p p o p r i a t e .  
For example t h e  
The first letter ind ica tes  the  approximate loagitude, t h e  
If more than  
4 .  S i t e  Numbers 
S i t e  numbers have been a r b i t r a r i l y  assigned by NASA f o r  areas whlch 
have been overflown and are indicated by a th ree -d ig i t  code i n  the  
fourth f i e l d  of the  accession num5er. For the  conveniezce of users  
numbers covering test si te3 located within the  United S ta t e s  are 
shown on a U.S. Zone Map preceeding the index. A world map is a l so  
included which shows sites overflown outside the  United S ta tes .  A 
l i s t  of s i t e  numbers, zone indicators ,  tes t  s i t e  t i t l e s  and major 
d i s c i r l i n e s  follows t he  maps. The code nwnber '*998If is used when 
more than o m  s i t e  is covered by one document 01 nap. 
5. Bin or  Fi le  Number 
This number is used by the  ERRDF t o  indicate  the  s h e l f  p d t i o n  i n  
which the  da ta  is s tored  and t o  loca te  or retrieve the  da t a  whez 
nseded. A l l  entries i n  the index are  arranged under separate  sec- 
t i ons  according t o  d i sc ip l ine  and data  type o r  sensor type. 






Geology I Technical k t t e r  
~ ~ - ~ 5 - ~ ~ - 0 0 2 - 0 0 0 0 7  U.S. Geological Survey, Technical 
Test S i t e  Le t te r  NASA-7. Topographic s tudies  T T  
Geographic Reference of Pisgah Crater, California,  
R. E. Altenhofen USGS, Menlo 
Park, California,  J. K. Oman and 
T. M. Sousa USGS, Wsshington, D.C. 
June 25, 1965, Contract No. R-146. 
Information extracted from tile above annotation es tab l i shes  t h i s  
en t ry  as a document i n  the  Geological d i sc ip l ine  and is a technical  
letter concerning NASA Test S i t e  2 located v i t h i n  the  "W" &degree 
quadrangle which covers the  westsrr- portion of t h e  United States. 
Similarly the  accession num3er - 
i Geographic Reference 
Xecnofax I V  Sensor 
i 
indichtes that t he  da ta  contains R C 
S i t e  75 - Soldfield, Nevada which is nofax IV imagery over Test located within the EJ 15-degree 
quadrangle cavering- the  western portion of t he  U.S. 
Wnen the  requestors area of i n t e r e s t  has been determined, data- 
research personnel a t  t he  ERRDF w i l l  assist as needed i n  providing 
t h e  appropriate information and answering questions. 
Documents, phoiographs, and maps are avai lab le  t o  visitors f o r  
emuinat ion and viewing. 
needed, sourca i n f o r m t i c n  conzerning its availability d l 3  be 
provide2 
After deciding which i x i f o m t i o n  w i l l  be 
Complter searches zan be made according t o  the geographical zons, 
the  test si te ,  personal and corporate authors, missions, and subject  
descr iptors ,  o r  any combination OP these c l a s s i f i ca t ions  when more 
spec i f i c  information is desired.  
Tnformation m y  a l so  be scanned 03 microfilm viewers i n  a viewing 
area. 
I n  an e f for t  t o  improve the u t i l i t y  of t h i s  document f o r  meeting t h e  
needs of users we have included a questionnaire following the index. 
Your cmmeats and t h e  rebarn of' t h i s  form w i l l  b5 appreciated. 
x i i  
GECREF-WRD GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE SYSTEM 
The Earth Resowces Researsh Data F a c i l i t y  World Geographic Reference 
system is similar t o  the  World Geographic Reference System (GHIREF) 
described i n  A .  F a  Manual 51-40, Vol. I, A i r  Navigatioii, pages 3-34 
through 3-38 . 
The GEOREF is based on the  normal geographic longitude and l a t i t u d e  
project ion l i n e s  of a-~y s p e c i f i c  char t ,  and def ines  a mit of geographic 
area i n  which a spec i f i c  point lies. 
surface i n t o  15  degree quadrangles of longitude and l a t i t u d e  with the 
point of o r ig in  a t  t h e  180th meridian and t h e  South Pole (see Earth 
Zone Map, page xiv). 
the 180th meridian with each component zone of these divis ions ident i -  
f i ed  by a letter from A through 2, omitting I and 0, and extends 
northward 180 degrees from t h e  South Pole with the  zones l e t t e r e d  from 
A through M, oinitting I. This combination divides  the  e a r t h ' s  surface 
i n t o  288 basic  15 degree quadrangles, eaeh having 2 letters ident i fy ing  
the  zone of longitude and l a t i t ude .  
The GEOREF divides  the  e a r t h ' s  
The d iv is ions  extend eastward 360 degrees from 
Each such ba,cic 15 degree quadrangle (see GM)REF 15 degree square samrde 
quadrangle, page xv)  is fu r the r  divided i n t o  15 l e t t e r e d  l-degree u n i t s  
eastward and 15 l e t t e r e d  l-degree units northward. 
quadrangles are l e t t e r e d  from A through 8, omitting I and 0. 
These 1 dsgrec 
As an example, within a one degree square quarlransle, t h e  geographical 
locat ion of S i t e  002 (Pisgah Crater, Cal i fornia)  t h e  coordinates of 
which are 116 degrees 16 minutes t o  116 degrees 34 minutes west longi- 
tude and 34 degrees 35 minutes t o  34 degrees 50 minutes north l a t i t u d e  
is  completely described by t h e  four let ters EJDE and located as follows: 
1. On the  Earth Zoiie Map, l oca t e  t h e  15 degree quadrangle lrEJn by read- 
ing  r i g h t  t o  "E" and up t o  "J". 
2. On the GEOiiEF 15 Degree Square Sample Quadrangle, locate the  1 degree 
quadrangle "DE" with t h e  sample "EJ" 15  degree quadrangle by readj.ng 
r i g h t  t o  IcDn and up t o  "E". 
By t h e  use of t h i s  method and assigning t h e  appropriate four let ter 
designators f o r  each l-degree-square covered, a l l  available photography 
and ather  documm+sd information on any s p e c i f i c  geographical area can 
be r ead i ly  indexed and speadily retrieved by t he  &letter combinations. 
The first two le t ters  of eaczh &letter cmbinat ion which locate the  
spec i f i c  1 5  degree zone quadrangle &-e also a part of a l l  assosiated 
document accession numbers. 
quadrangie is  included on t h e  page xrf. 
A map showing the  locat ion of each l-degree 




I 20° I oso 





In addi t ion t o  r e t r i ev ing  da ta  by GEDREF a l l  data coverage can be 
located i n  t h e  United S t a t e s  and can be retrieved bj tes t  quadFant 
number. 
number shorn? on page xvi i i .  
As an exmpls  NH15-7 covers from 94 N t o  96 
29' N t o  30° ?I l a t i t u d a  which is the  Houston, Galveston Fhy k e a .  
The Test Quadrant nmber corresponds t o  the  Army Map Service 
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T E Y N E S S L E  VALLEY 
YILL CREEK, OKLAHOMA 
LACUNA MAORE AND CORPUS C H R I S T I ,  
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BONANZA AREu COLORADO 
CLARK FORK8 WYOMING 
BOSTON, W S A C H U S E T T S  
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PART I TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS AND MAPS 
A - Agriculture 
Section 1 - S i t e  Maps - Agriculture 
Section 2 - S i t e  Descriptions - Agriculture 
Section 4 - Mission Screening and Summary Repwts - Agriculture 
Section 5 - Technical Let ter  Reports - Agriculture 
Section 7 - Summary Reports - Agriculture 
Section 8 - Subject Related Documsnts - Agriculture 
Section 9 - Technical Reports - Agriculture 
B - Cartography 
Section 5 - Technical Letter Reports - Cartography 
Section 7 - Summary Reports - cartography 
Section 8 - Subject Related Docunents - Cartography 
Section 9 - Technical Reports - Cartography 
C - Forestry 
Section 4 - Mission Screening and Summary Reports - Forestry 
Section 5 - Technical Letter Reports - Forestry 
Section 8 - Subject Related Documents - Forestry 
Section 9 - Technical Rsparts - Forestry 
D - Geography 
Secticg 1 - S i t e  Yaps - Geography 
Section 2 - S i t e  Descriptions - Geography 
Section 4 - Mission Screening and Summry Reports - Geopaphy 
Section 5 - Technical Letter Reports - Geography 
Section 7 - S m r y  Reports - Geography 
Section 8 - Subject Related Documents - Geography 
Section 9 - Technical Reports - Geography 
E - Ge0100  
Section 1 - S i t e  Maps - Geology 
Section 2 - S i t e  Descriptions - Geology 
Section 4 - Mission Screening and Summary Reports - Geology 
Section 5 - Technical Letter Reports - Geology 
Section 7 - Summary Reports - Geology 
Secti3n 8 - Subject Related Documents - Seology 
Section 9 - Technical Reports - Geology 
F - Hydrology 
Section 1 - S i t e  Maps - Hydrology 
Section 2 - S i t e  Descriptions - Hydrology 
Section 4 - Mission Screening and P-amry Rsports - Hydrologg 
Section 5 - Technical Letter Reports - Hydrology 
Section 7 - Sumnary iieports - Hydrologg 
Section 8 - Subject Related Documents - liydrology 
Section 9 - Technical Reports - HydrolDgy 
G - Oceanography 
Section 1 - S i t e  Maps - Oceanography 
Section 2 - S i t e  Dascriptions - Oceanography 
Section 4 - Mission Screening and Summary Reports - Cceanography 
Section 5 - Technical Letter Iieports - Oceanography 
Section 7 - Swnmary Reports - Oceanography 
Section 8 - Subject !Mated Documents - Ocsa~ograpliy 
Section 9 - Technical Reports - Oceanography 
H - Multisubject 
Section 1 - S i t e  Maps - Multisubject 
Section 4 - Mission Screening and Summary Reports - k l t i m b j e c t  
Section 5 - Technical Lat ter  Reports - Milltisubject 
Section 7 - Summary Reports - Multisubject 
Section 8 - Subject Related Documents - Multisubject 
Section 9 - Technical Reports - Multisubject 
P - Program Documents 
Section 9 - Technical Reports - Program Documents 
PART I1 FUNCTIONAL AND CXEXK-OUT DATA 
Section 10 - In f l igh t  Records (Strip-charts, temperature recordings e t c )  
PART I11 IMAGERY DATA 
Section 20 - Multiband Camera (Itek-9 h n s )  
Section 21 - RS-14 Dual Channel IR Scanner (Texas Instruments) 
Section 22 - RC8 Camera (Wild-Heerbrugg) 
Section 23 - Reconofax IV IR Scanner (m Singer) 
Section 24 - m-5 w Camera (HRB Singer) 
Section 25 - Nikon Data Panel K17 Camera (Chicago Aerial-Unioersity 
of Mi chigzn Configuration) 
Section 26 - T-11 Camera (Fairchi ld)  
Seztion 27 - APS Cm?ra (Mawer) 
Section 28 - Radiometer Scanner lR (Block Engineering Co. ) 
Section 29 RS7 Scanner (Texas Instruments) 
Section 30 - K-I7 Camera (Chicago Aerial) 
Section 31 - IIasselblad Camsra 6" 
Section 33 - AFQ-97 SLN? (Westinghouse) 
Sectior. 34 - Reconofax I V  Camera (HRB Singer) 
Section 35 - Zeiss M 30/23 Camera, 12" 
Section 36 - Hasselblad A Camera, 3'' 
Section 37 - Hasselblad B Camera, 3" 
Section 38 - Hasselblad C Camera, 3" 
Section 39 - Hassslblad D Camera, 3" 
Section 40 - Hasselblad E Camera, 3" 
Section 41 - Hasselblad F Camera, 3" 
Section 45 - 3PD-2 SLAR (Philco-Ford) 
Section 46 - KA-62A Camera (Chicago Aerial) 
Section 47 - U - 6 2 ~  Camera (Chicago Aerial) 
Section &El - KA-62C Camera (Chicago Aerial) 
Section 49 - KA-62~ Camera (Chicago Aerial) 
Section 50 - Gemini Film Data F i l e  
Srxtion 51 - Apollo Film Data File 
PART I V  ELECTRONIC DATA 
Section 76 - Processed Electronic  Data 
%Indicates  new docunents added s ince  the  l a s t  published supplement. 
PART I - TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS AND MAPS 
AGRICULTURE 
AGRICULTURE 
SECTION 01 - SiTE MAPS 
PAGE A1-0001 
S I T E  MAPS - ACRICJLTURE 
ACCESSION NUMBER LOCATION TYPE S I Z E  
17 Y 20 
i t  x 22 
17 x 22 
17 Y 22 
17 x 22 
17 Y 22 
17 x 22 
17 y 22 
17 it 22 
11 jt 22 
a7 Y 22 
17 x 22 
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VR,Elc~Jc003,00036 SITE O O L M O N O  CRATERS, CALIFORVIA DETA 1 L 17 x 22 
U?,EleIJ,003-00106 S I T E  003wMONO CRATERS, CALIF, RECrOVIL I 7  n 22 
S!TE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIF, 
V R ~ E l ~ ~ J a 0 0 3 ' 0 0 1 9 1  SITE 019-SONORA PASS, CALIFORYIA REG I O U L  17 n 22 
S I T E  003-~ON0 CRATERS, CALIFORWA 
VR~El-EJ*OO3~00192 SITE 003-MONO CRATERS, CACIF3SYI4 REGIOYIL  17 x 22 
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OETA I L 
R E G I O V P L  
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REG I O V A L  
R E C I O Y A L  
R E C I O Y A L  
REG I O V A L  
R E C I O V A L  
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LOS NECRITOSD M E X I C O  
SI LE 
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17 x 22 
17 x 22 
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SURVEY8 WASHINGTONO a 9 6 9 ,  
SOIL U T I L I Z I N G  CIAMMA R ID lAT IOtJS  INDUCED 8Y WERMAL NEUTRON 
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AERON4UTICAL CHART AND I W O R M A T I ~ N  CEfJ'EQ, CARTOGRAPHY D I V * ,  
S T ,  LOUIS, MISSOURI e R E F R I Y T E D  FR3Y I Z V E S T I A  ~ l c ~ b E M 1 1  N A U K ~  
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STAR U 6 9 - 3 2 4 8 7 .  P I C R O F I W k  COPYI  
STATE U N I V E R S I T Y ,  COAS'TIL STJbIES I V S T I T U T E t  BLTON ROUGE, 
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O V  SLACK EARTH AND IN THL S A ~ P I Y S Y  LOJL4ND. 
N,N, IORDANSKAYA AND A , V , S H A V Y ~ I V A ,  'JSSQ. OCT,  1969, 




S I X  MAPS - HYDRCCOGY 
E 





ACC3S310N NJMBER tOC4TION TYPE 
UR-Fi-SH-095-00053 S I T E  095-€VERCLADES, F 1 4 ,  DETA I L 
1 7  x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
1 7  X 22 
11 x 22 
1 7  x 22 
17 x 22 
1 7  x 22 
PAGE F1-0002 
TYPE Sl  ZE 
RECIOY4L 17 X 22 
UR-F1-~J-14d000092 SITE 144~W~SCONSIh SANG PLAINS  ETA I L 
VR-Fl-SH-145-001SO SITE 145-GULF COAST SPFINGS REG1 ONAL 
17 Y 22 
1 7  Y 22 
1 7  x 22 
11 x 22 
l? x 22 
1 9  x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
i t  x 22 
11 x 22 
1 7  Y 22 
1 7  Y 22 
it x 22 
1 7  x 22 
2 1  Y 22 
17 x 712 
PAGT F1-0003 
SITE MAPS - HYDROLOGY 
ACCZSS1ON NUMBER LOCATION 
VR-Fl-IJ-161-00217 S I T E  16l""RARITIN RIVER, NkW JERSEY SEGIONAL 
SI ZF 
1 7  x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
I 7  x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
17  Y 22 
17 x 22 
11 x 22 
17 x 22 
1 7  Y 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
1 7  x 22 
1 7  x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
17 Y 22 
17 x 22 
17  x 22 
PACE F1-0004 
S I T E  MAPS - HYDROLOGY 
VR-F1-CJ-174-00194 S I T E  174-WALLOPS ISLANC, V I H G l V S A  RECIOVAC. 
VR-Fi-=H-179-00227 SITE 175’-LAGUNA MODRE AND FORPUS REG I ONAL 
CHRISTI, TEXAS 
S t t E  
1 7  x 22 
1 7  x 22 
1 7  x 22 
1 7  x 22 
11 x 22 
1 7  x 22 
17 x 22 
HYDROLOGY 
SECTION .- - SITE DESCRIPTIONS 
PAGE F2-0001 
S I T E  DESCRIPTIONS - HVOROLOCY 
HYDROLOGY 
SECTION 04 MISSION SCREENING AND 
SUMMARY R E P 0  RTS 

HYDROLOGY 
SECTIOd 65 TECHNICAL LETTER REPORTS 
PAGE ~5-0001 
TECHNICAL LETTER REPORTS - H Y 3 ? O L O C V  
PAGE F5-0002 
TECHNICAL LETTER REPORTS - HvOROL3CY 
ACCISSION NUMBER o E s c s l P T 1 0 ~  
PAGE ~5-3003  
HYDROLOGY 
SECTION 07 SUMMARY R E P O R T S  
PAGE F7-0001 
SUYMARY REP3RTS - HYRFOLOGY 
HYDROLOGY 
SECTIOH 08 SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS 
PAGE F8-00C1 
SUBJECT RELATED OOCUMENJS - W Y D 3 O ~ O G V  
ACCESSION NUMBER D k S C R I P f I 3 U  
~ ~ ~ F 6 - 3 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ O 0 0 1 9  WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CATA OC, J g  JvE 2 ,  OFFICE OF WATER 
RESOURCES RESEARCH, u,s, U E P A ~ T M E N T  b~ THE I V T E R I O R ,  
WASHIYCTON, D,C,  NOVElvBtR 1966, 
HYDROLOGY 
SECTION 09 TECHNICAL REPORTS 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - H V W O L O G Y  
PAGE F9-0002 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - HYDHOLOGY 
PAGE F'Q-0003 
T E C H N I C A L  H E f " R T S  - HYDROLOGY 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - HYOHOLOGY 
PAGE F9-0005 
ACCISS! Oh; NUMBER DESCRI PT 134 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
SECTION 01 SITE MAPS 
PAGF G1-0001 
S I T E  MAP!: - OCEA~OGRAFHY 
SIZE 
it x 72 
1 7  x 2' 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
1: x 22 
17 x LZ 
17 x 23 
17 x 22 
17  x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
17 'y 22 
17 x 22 
17  y 22 
17 x 22 
17  x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
1 7  22 
17 y 22 
17 X 22 
PAGE C1-0002 
SITE MAPS - o C E ~ K O C R A F H Y  
ACCESSIOh NJMBER L O C P T I O N  TYPE 
V9-Gl-~W-158-00108 S I T E  158-CORPUS C c i R I S T I ,  TkXAS/ REG I aVAL 
GULF OF MEXICO 
REG I ONAL 
REG 1 ONAL 
REGIONIL 
REG I O W  
REG I O Y I L  
R E G t O Y I L  
R E G I O Y I L  
REG 1 ONAC 
REG I O W  
S I Z F  
1 7  x 22 
I t  x 22 
17 Y 22 
i t  x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
17 y 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
1 7  x 22 
1 7  x 22 
i t  x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
17 x 22 
17 Y 22 
l? x 22 
i t  x 22 
1'1 Y 22 
17 x 22 
l? Y 22 
17 x 22 
PAGE Cl-OC03 
S f f E  V4PS - OCEANOGRAFHY 
TYPE S t Z E  
REG 1 OYAL 17 X 22 
REG I OY4L 
REG1 OVAL 17 n 22 
1: x 22 
R E G I O Y A L  11 x 22 
REG 10YAL 17 x 22 

PfiGE G2-0001 
S I T E  DESCRIPTIONS - OCEANOCq4PWY 
OCEANOGRAPHY 




SECTION 05 TECHNICAL LETTER REPORTS 
PAW c5-0001 
A X E S S I  Oh 
UR-CS-30-C  
T E C H W C A L  LETTER REPOfifS - X E A I a G R A ? A Y  
N;IHBER UtSCSIPT13Y 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
SECTION 07 SUMMARY REPORTS 
PAGE G7-0001 
SUYMARY REPORTS - OCEANOGRAPHY 
ACCESSION NUMBER D E S C R I P T I W  
OCEANOGRAPHY 
SECTION 08 SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS 
PAGE G8-CO01 
ACCiSSlON NUMBER UESCQlPTI3W 
PAGE GR-0002 
SUBJECT RELATE0 DOCUMENTS - OCEAN3CRAPWY 
ACCESSION NUMBER DESCRIPT!3N 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
SECTION 09 TECHNICAL REPORTS 
FAGS GQ-0001 
TECHNICAL REPCRTS - oCEANOG~APHY 
FACIE tiQ-0002 
TECHNICAL REPCRTS - OCEANOGRAPHY 
JD 
PAGE GQ-0003 
TECHWICAL REPORTS - OCEaNOCa4PWY 
PASF GQ-0004 
PAGE CQ-0005 
T E C W C A L  REPORTS - O C E A ~ J O C ~ ? A ? W Y  
TECHNICAL REPORTS - OCEANOGRAPHY 
ACCESSION NUMBER DESCSIPT13y 
PAGE G9-0007 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - OCEANOGRAPHY 
PACE G3-0008 
ACCESS:ON NUMBER o€scsIPTI3u 
PAGE (39-0009 
T E C H Y I C A L  REPORTS - OCEaNOG8APMY 
b 
.. - 
. .  
. .  
, I  
PAGE G9-0010 
ACCESSION NUMBER D E S C R I P T I  3N 
; VR-C9-30-000-OO481 A E R I A L  MEASUREMENT OF AAUIATIOV TEYPEqdTUSES OVER MTa F\!J! 
AND TOKYO AREAS A A D  T H E p  APPLfCATIOV TO THE DETERMINATION 
OF GROUND AND W A T E R ~ S U R F A C ~  TE!lPERATLl?ES, S A T E L L ~ T E  AND 
MESOMETEOROLOGY RESEARCH PROJECT, SAPER V o .  72. TETSUYA 
L O C I C P L  AGENCY. PARCH f Y 6 ( 1 0  COVT?ACT VUYBERS C'  wBG-31, 
NSG 333 AND NsF GF-225. STAR Y 6 8 - 3 4 2 4 6 a  
FUJITA, DEPARTMENT OF T W t  GEOPHYSICAL SCIENCES, THE 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, AND K IYOS41  TSUCHIYA, JAPAN METEORO- 




' .  i 
. .  
PAGE G9-0011 
TECHWCAL REPORTS - OCEANOCRAPYY 
ACCEbS19N NUMBER OESCRIPTIOrtJ 
a 
. .  
. 1  
VA-GO-SH-996-00504 APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE PHOTOGRAPHY TO TYE STUDY OF: f,dA$TAL 
ECOLOGY IN BISCAYhE B A V ,  FLORIDA, YAWLON G ,  KELL!, NEW YORK 
UNIVERSITY, DEPT, OF BIOLOGY, BPOUKe Y , Y ,  JULY 1969 ,  
CONTRACT NUMBER N162306-69-C00032r 
PAGE G9-0012 
ACCESSION NUMBER DESCRIPTIW 
VR-~9-00-000-00545 THE POTENT~AL OF O B S E R W ~ O N  OF THE OCEINS FROM SPACECRAFT, 
REPORT NO, 177726, CEhERIL ELECTRIC CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
OECEMBER 1967 STAR ~ 6 e - 3 1 8 9 4 ,  
TECHWCAL REPORTS - O C E ~ N O C R A P W Y  
FAGE GQ-0014 
PAGE G9-0015 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - OCEANOGRAPHY 
ACCSSSION NUMBER OESCSIPT13Y 
Pp.SE G9-0016 






. -  
FAGE GO-0017  
ACCSSSION NUMBER D E S C P f P T I 3 Y  
PACE Go-0018 
TECHIJISAL REPORTS = OCEANOGi?APHY 
ACCZSSIOK NUMBER UESCSIPTI3Y 
MULTISUBJECT 
MULTISUB JECT 
SECTION 01 SITE MAPS 
PAGE H1-0001 
SITE MAPS - WLTISUBJECT 
A C C ~ S E I O N  NUMBER LOCATION 
4 
_ -  . 
TYPE SI zc 
RECIOVAL 1 7  x 22 
NAP, U I S I A ~ D  1 7  x 22 
SITE I Y O E X  
8 x 10 
8 x 10 
t 
MULTISUB J ECT 
SECTION 04 MISSION SCREENING AND 
SUMMARY REPORTS 
PAGE H4-0001 
ACCESSION NUMBER UESCRIPT13N 
M U  LTlSUB J ECT 
SECTION 05 TECHNICAL LETTER REPORTS 

TECHNICAL LETTER REPCkTS - YULTISJ3JECt 
A C C I S S I O h ;  NUMBER O ~ ~ S C R I P T I O Y  
PAGE H5-00G4 
TECHNICAL LETTER REPORTS - YULTISUBJECT 
A c C ~ S S I O N  NUMBER DkSCRIPT13Y 
PAGF H5-0005 
TECHVCAL LETTER WEPOFTS - YULTISJSJECT 
M U L T I S U B J E C T  
S E C T I O N  07 S U M M A R Y  REPORTS 
PAGE H7-0001 
SUYMARY REPORTS - MULTISUBJECT 
ACCZSS 1 Olu NUMBER OESC9fPT13Y 
W , W 7 ~ 3 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 7  EARTH RESOURCE 3URVEYS FROM SPACECUFf. SAMPLE ANALYSES AND 
INTERPRETA~IONS RELATIhC 70 ~ C ~ I C U L T U R E ,  CARTOCRIPHY, 
FORESTRY, GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY# A Y ~ R X O C Y I  4N3 OCEANOCR~P~~V, 
ROGER A *  LEESTMA AND RICHARD A @  W I T E o  PREPAPED BY THE UtSo 
PROGRAM, SPACE APPLICATIONS P ~ O C Q A I S  3FFICE, NATIONAL 
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE A D W I N ~ S T W I ~ Y S I  ~ASHIYGTONI DeC,  
ISSUED 1967q INTERAGENCY PURCYASE ?€QUEST R‘47°009-0011 2 VI 
CORPS OF ENGSNEERS kOR TYE E A W H  RESOUaCES SURVEY 
LIBRARY CALL NUVBER QE 501 LJ40 
PAGE H7-0002 
SUMMARY REPORTS - MULTIWJECT 
VR-H7-90-000-00015 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FOURTH SY~POSIUY O Y  ffEYOfE SENSING OF 
ENV!RONMENT@ APRIL 12-14, 19661 I W R 4 S E D  PHYSICS iA0OSAiORYc 
UILLOw RUN LABORATORIES, INSTITUTE Of SCIENCE AND TECWNOLOCY 
UNIVERSITY OF M!Ctr IGAN,  ANN 49808, MICHIGAY@ 
STAR Ut-13461. 
PAGE ~ 7 - 0 0 0 3  
SlJYM4RY REPORTS - MuLTISUHJECT 
VR-H7-W1998-00O22 GEMINI SUMMARY CONFEREhCtq FE3RJA?Y 1-2,  1 9 6 7 ,  MANNED 
SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, T E X A S ,  NATIOVAL AERONAUTICS 
AND SPACE ADM1NISTRATICN8 W A S ~ I Y C T C I Y ,  DaC-  VASA SP-138.  
STAR "18-14941,  
VR-W7-3H-998-00025 SUMMARY OF THE G E P I N I  FROGPAq AN3 I T S  EFFECT ON MANNED SPACE 
SCIENCE. PRESENTED AT TYk PROCEEDIVCS OF THE SEVENTH I N T E R -  
NATIONAL SYMPOSIUP ON S P A C t  TECHVOLOGY AND SCIENCE, T O K Y O ,  
SPACECRAFT C E N T ~ R ,  H O U E T O N ~  T E X A S .  
1967, ROBERT 0 PILANC AND PAdL Q ,  PEYqOD, VASA/MANNED 
PAGE H7-0004 
SUMMARY REPORTS w MULTISUUJtCT 
LIE SCR I P T I 3U 
MULTISUB JECT 
SECT!ON 08 SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS 
PAGE H8-0001 
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMEVTS - MiJLYISUaJECT 
ACCESSION NUMdEr! DESC91PT13Y 
'4R-W8-30-000*00002 MANNED LUNAR ORBITAL MISSIONS! V3LJYE 1 4 ,  Ap?IL 1965, 
REVISED SUBMISSiOhS FRCM P O T ~ N T I A L  EXPESIYEVTERS 
VR-Y8-~O-OOO-O0OO3 AYALYSIS OF REMOTE SENE I N 6  DATA 3EQUI3EYEYTS BY  EXPERIMENT^ 
NASA MSCn ISSUE DATE, hOVEMBER 1965, 
VR-H8-30-000-00004 MANNED EARTH O R B I T A L  M I S s l O N I  PART I (ZYD EDITION) NOVEMBER 
1965, PRELIMINARY MISSION UEFIVITI3N FQ4 POST APOLLO MANNED 
EXPLORATION OF  PACE, 
UR-H8-JO-OOO-O~005 SELENODETIC STUDY ON CCNSOLIOATI~N OF AERoNAJTICAL CHART 
AND INFORM4TION CENTER ANO A b l y  YAP SERVICE LUNAR CONTROL 
SYSTEMS, F I N A L  REPORT, F teRUARI  1 9 6 6 ,  U,S ,  A I R  FORCE, LUNAR 
AND PLANETARY BRANCH, C A R T O G R A P M Y  D I V I S I O U ,  AERONAUTICAI' 
CHART AND INFORMATION CENTEQt S T ,  !Outs@ YISSOURI, NASA 
DEFENSE P U R C H ~ S E  REQUEST 1-421105 ( 6 ) .  
~P-Wt3-00 -000°0~008  MANNED F '4 O R B I T A L  MISSION1 PAqT 1 1  (2NO EWTION) DECEMBER 
1965 ,  PFt.,iMINARY MISSION DEFIVIfIOY FOR POST APOLI-0 MANYED 
EXPLORATION OF SPACE. 
ACCESS1 OK NUMBER UESCRI PT I DN 
+JR-U~-30-000-00017 PROPOSED INSTRUMEKT C A L I B R A T ~ O Y  SITES, APPLICATIONS AREAS 
AND RESPONSIBLE AREAS A W ‘  RESPONSI~LE S C I E N T ~ S T S ,  MAY 2,  
1966 
PAGE ~8-0003  
SUBJECf RELATED COCUHEVTS - YJLTISUBJECT 
PAGE H8-0004 
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUHENTS - Y3LfISUBJECT 
PAGE H8-0005 
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS - M3LTISU3JECT 
ACCSSSION NUMBER OESCRIPTI~Y 
PAGE HR-0005 
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENJrS - YULTISUBJECT 
A X S S S I O N  NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ 0 - ~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 9  METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE% COYNITTEE PRIVTI COMMITTEE O q  
AERONAUTICAL AN3 SPACE ScIENCES, U>V!TB STATES SENATE, 
MARCH 29, 1962, 
PAGE HP-OC07 
ACCESSION NUMBER DESCRIPTI~V 
PAGE Ha-0008 
SUBJECT RELATE0 DOCUMENTS - Y U L T I S G S J E C T  
PAGE H8-0009 
VR-W8-30-000-00094 OPE6ATIONS WITH AN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITE, PUBLICATIONS OF 
GODOARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 196% VOL, 2, SPACE TECHNOLOGY, 
PPn93-104, REPORT NO, TMX-57736t O e G n  YAZbtR, CODDARCI SPACE 
FLIGHT CENTER, CREENBELT~ MARYLAVD,  qICROFICHE COPY# 
PAGE H8-0010 
SUBJECT RELATED OOCUMENTS - YJLTISUBJECT 
VR-Hg-3O-oOO-OOiO7 AYALYTICAL THEORY OF W E  STRETCH Y 3 - Y O  FOR DEmSPIN OF 
SATELLITES, PUBLICATICNS OF G O D D A W  SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
1963, VoL, 2,  SPACE TECHNOLOGY PP.272-282, JObEPH V ,  FEDOR 




SUBJECT RELATED OOCUMENrS - YJLTISUBJECT 
ACCSSSION NUMBER UESCSIPTI3N 
PAGE H8-0012 
SUBJECT RELATE0 DOCUMENTS - YJLTISUBJECT 
ACCZSSION NUMBER GtSCQIPTI3W 
PAGE H8-0014 
SUBJECT RELATE0 DOCUMENTS - YJLTISUBJECT 
VR-WB-30-000-00150 GEMINI D I S C I P L I N 4 R Y  SET CATALOCUESI COYPILED BY UNIVERSITY 





SUBJECT RELATED OOCUHEN~S - YiJLfISUBJECT 
PAGE Hs-OOlS 
S U a J E C T  R E L A T E D  DOCUMENTS - Y J L T I S V B J E C T  
A C C E S S I O K  NUMBER OESCS I Pf  I 3N 

PAGE H8-9020 
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS - ’IJLTISUBJECT 
ACCESSION NUMBER UkSCRIPfIW 
1R-~8-30-C!l0-00218 SUHVEY OF DETECTORS ANC UyNAfi IC CALIBRATION YETHODS FOR 
REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS, NASA CR-751. G, JOdNSON AND A.J. 
MONTGOMERYo IIT RESEARCH  INSTITUTE^ C d I C A G O o  I L L I N O I S  
APRIL 1967-  CONTRACT L O *  YAS 8-20107e STA? N67-2277ba 
PAGE Hq-0021 
ACC5SSION NUMBER O ~ S C R I P T I ~ N  
PAGE H8-0022 
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS - Y J L T I S U ~ J E C T  
ACCZSSlON NUMBER UESCRIPTIOW 
PAGE H9-0023 
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS - YJLTISUBJECT 
GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, LOL* 7 4 ,  
PP,5418-5424,  
23, OCTOBER 1069. 
PAGE ~a.-oo24 
SU8JECT RELATED DOCUMENTS - YJLfISbBJECf 
PAGE HP-0025 
FACE ~'.-0026 
SUBJECT RELATEo OOCUMENTS - TJLTI SUBJECT 
~R-H6-30-O00*00276*S~PPLEMENf TO OdTA CATALOG OF SATE-LITE EYPE3IMENTS NUMBER 
NSSOC 69-17, RliPCRT N C a  N S S R  69-17, UASA/GODDARD SPACE 
F L I G H T  CENTER, GREENBELT8 OCT3eEq 1969a 
PAGE ~ ~ 0 2 7  
SUBJECT RELATEC C O C U ~ E Y T S  - M ~ L T I S U B J E C T  
A C C I S S 1 O h  NUMBER 
FAGE HP-0028 
SUBJECT RELATE0 OOCUMfYTS - MJLTISUaJECT 
PAGE H6-0029 




SUBJECT RELATER COCUMENTS - Y J L T  ISUBJECT 
PACE 118-OO33 
SUBJECT REL4TED DOCUMEYTS - YULTISUBJECT 
ACCZSSION NUMBER DESCSIPTI3Y  
PAGE Hs-0034 
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS - MULTISUBJECT 
ACCgSSION NUMBER DESCRI?T l3N 
SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS - YJLTISU8JECT 
ACCESSION NUMBER D E S C R I P T 1 3 Y  
F 
PAGE 118-0036 
SUeJECT RELhTEo ~cCUMENTS - YdLT!SUBJECT 
\1R-Hb-3b-OOO-OO415*SATELLITE METEOROLOGY, BEWY AN3 R . A .  DclFFEE. 
PUBLISHED I N  HANDBOOK CF SOVIET S P A C E ~ C I E N C E  RESEARCH, 
CORDON AND BREACH SCIEACk FudLISHEaS, Y , Y ,  1968, CHAPTER 16, 
PP.393-420e 
PACE ~3-0037 
SUBJECT RELATE3 DOCUMENTS - YLlLTISUBJECT 
ACCESS1ON NUMBER OESCQIPT13N 
MULTISUBJECT 
SECTION 09 TECHNICAL REPORTS 
FAGE IJS-0001 
ACCISSTON NUMBER DtSCRIPTI3Y 
JR-W9-30-000-00005 SOME EMPIRICAL AND THEcRE~ICAL IYTERP?ETIt13YS OF MULTIPLE 
POLARIZATION RAOAR DATA, Re 0 ,  ELLERYEIE?, A ,  K .  FUNC, AND 
b,S SIMONETTI UNIVERSITY OF r<AYSAS, CRES REPORT 61-10. 
APRIL 14 1966,  CONTRACT NUHBER NSR017*004'003, 
STAR u68-13437, 
VR-W9-30-000-00022 SOME 'JEW UNSOLVEO PROBLEI'lS !Y  C O W S C T I Q Y  WIT4 RANDOW 
P R O C E S S E S  OF INTEREST I N  GEOPYySICS* WfLLAqD J. PIERSON, 
JRt# SEW YORK UNIVERSITY~ COLLEGE OF EYCINEERING RESEARCH 
DIVISION,  DEPARTMENT C C  REfEOROL3CY A W  O C E I Y O C R A P H Y ,  
JANUARY 1962, CONTRACT h?* N 9 ~ 3 - 2 8 5 ( 0 3 ) ,  
PAGY H9-0002 
ACCSSSION NUMBER U E S C R I P T I W  
PAGE H9-0003 
TECH'JICAI,. REPORTS - MLIJISU~JECT 
PAGE HQ-0004 
ACCZSSION NUMBER OESCSIPT13Y 
PAGE H9-0005 
PAGE H9-0006 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - M L L T I S W E C T  
ACCESS~ON NUMBER D E S C Q I P T 1 3 N  
VR-H9-30-000-00116 USE OF ThE RADAR SCATTEROMtTER 1 1  AIRCR4FT 4ND SPACECRAFT 
RESOURCES PROGRAMS, TECHNICAL YEM3RAVDUY 1 1 8 - 7 ,  R , K ,  MOORE 
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,  cENTkR FOR RESEARCH, IVC., ENCIVEFRING 
SCIENCE D I V I S I O U ,  LAWRENCE, K b V S A S *  O C T O ~ E R  1968, 
CONTRACT NUMBER NAS 9-7175,  
PAGE H9-0007 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - M L L T I S U ~ J E C T  
A C C E S S I O N  NUMBER O E S C R I P T I 3 Y  
PAGE H9-0009 





A C C E S S I O ~  NUMBER U E S C R I P l I 3 Y  
PAGE HQ-0013 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - MLLTISUBJECT 
V9-H9-30-000-0~223 NEAREST N t  IGWROR - A NEW NON'PASAMET3IC TEST USED FOR 
CLASSIFYDIG SPECTRAL P I T A *  S T A V O ? D  SSL TECd REPORT 66-30 
PAUL SWITZER, E t .  4L.c STAYF3RD JNIVEQSITY, REMOTE SENSjhJC 
L A B ~ R I T O R Y ~  STANF~ROI cALIFORYIA* DECEIBER 300 1968, 
CONTRACT Y ~ M B E R  N4S 9-7313; S f 4 3  Y69-31177 
PAGE H9-0014 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - M L L T I S U ~ J E C T  
ACCESSION NUMBER DtSCR1PTI3N 
PAC% H9-0015 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - MLLTWU~JECT 
ACClSS I OK NUMBER UESCSIPTIW 
PAGE H9-0016 
ACCESSIOK NUMBER UkSCSlPT13Y 
PACE H9-0017 
T ~ C H N I C A L  REPORTS - MLLTISUSJECT 
4 c c ~ s s I o N  NUMBER U t S C R 1 P t I 3 N  
PAGE H9-0018 
ACCESSION NUMBER DESCRIPT 13M 
PAGE H9-0019 
PAGE H9-0020 
TECHNICAL REPORTS - M L L T ~ S U ~ J E C T  
yR-H9-LJ-000-00317 Aly AIRBORNE MULTISPECTRAL TELEVISI3y SYSTEM, C,J, RoBINoVE 
AYD H O E ,  e’ ’ IBITZKEr U,Sc  G ~ O L O G I C A ~  SURVEY, dAfER RESOURCES 
D I V I S I O N  ~ASHINGTON’  C C , 0  A V O  W 3 E N I X t  ARIZONA, PUBLISHED 
I N  U V S ,  GEOLOGICAL SURUgY PROFESSIONAL FAPES 575-0, 1967, 
STAR N69-30689 
PACE H9-0021 
T E C H N I C A L  REPOATS - Ml,LTISUBJECT 




ACCFSSION NUMBER UtSCRIPT13U 
PAGE H9-0025 
TECHYICAL REPORTS - MLLTISUdJECT 




TECHNICAL REPORTS - MLLT ISUajEC 
PAGE HQ-0029 
fECH4ICAL REPORTS - MLLTISUBJECT 
PAGE ~ 9 - 0 0 3 0  
TECHNICAL REPORTS - NLLTISUBJECT 
ACCZSSION NUMBER okscRIPrI3q 
W+H9-EJ-027-00540 SURVEYING THE EARTH FRCM zOr000 Y L E S ,  A,P ,  COLVOCORESSES-, 
U i S i  GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, ~ A S H ~ W ~ M ,  3 r C r  PQESENTED AT THE 
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SECTION 50 - GEMINI FILM DATA FILE 
PAGE 5O-OOOl 
CEMIQI FILM DATA F ILE  
FACF 50-ooc2 
ACClSfIOh NUMSEQ U t S C R 1 P T I m  
ACCESSION NUMBER DtSCRfPT13Y 
ACCZSSIOR NUMBER otscRIPTI3u 
SECTION 51 - APOLLO FILM DATA FILE 
PAGE 51-0001 
APOLLO FILM D A T A  FILC: 
ACCESSION NUMBER UkSCRIPTI3N 
VR~5i~d0~000~00011 APOLLO 88 DECEMBER 21, 19660 70 -1Y PHOT~GRAPHYI 
HASSELBLADt MAGAZINE c e  FRAP~ES ~ s B - i 7 - 2 6 5 9  TO 2827, 
POSITIVE TRANSPARENCY, 
PAGF 51-0002 
A P O L L O  FILM O A T A  FILE 
A C C ~ S I O N  NJMBER DkSCSIPTI3U 
PAGE 51-0003 
APOLLO FILM DATA F I L E  
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PART IV - ELECTRONIC DATA 
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KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, MANHATTAN, KANSAS. PUBLISHED IN 
W70-01898. 
crvm ENOINEWIYO, VOL. 39, NO. i o ,  OCT. 1969. PP'IO--13. 
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INVESTIGATION OF SM4LL-SC4LE MAP PROJCXTIONS FOR SPACE 
IMAGERY. NATIMN RESi'iICK, U.S. GkXXOGICAL S W V M ,  WASHIHC- 
TON, D.C. MARCH 1910.  
K VOPROSU ORRAWTK 1 N R O W  I %WOV N4 FOTOCR4WbTR I CHFSK 1 KH 
PROBOR.\KH Po C:ST.\SOI/OCH\hY VEL1 CH I \Or. t PROCESS I \G OP 
AERIAL PHOIYX;RAPHS 0.. PHOTOCHlWbTRIC D W I C E S  OX THE BASIS 
OF SElTIM; VALLTS. P I B L I S H E D  IS GEODEZI I 4  I h4RTWsR4PI 14, 
ML. 14, W. 10, 1 9 6 9 .  PP.61-63.  A10-18691 MICROFICHE 
COPY. 
OB OPTlM4L$(W M4SSHT4BE AEROnrrOSEMKI. 
AERIAL SCRVEkS). A.G. VANIN. USSR. P U K I S H K D  IF; GEOWZII4  
1 KARTOCRdFl14, VOL. 14, K). 10. 1969.  PP.52-61.  A70-19690 
MICROFICHE COPY 
(OPTIMAL SC4l.E OF 
M - 8 9 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 6 3 8  THE C4SE FOR UNIVERSAL MAPPING. ALDEN P. COLVS)CORESSES, 
U.S. CEOLOCICAL StaVbX, MC LEAN, V4. AND U.S. C M U X ; I C A L  
SLRVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
hR-B9-00-000-00766 IY)POGR4PHISCHE KARTOC.RAPHIE I N  DER GECEHWART. (TOWCRAPHIC 
H A P P I S  AT THE PRESENT TIME.) HERBERT KNORR, FRANKRWT A.M. 
GERMANY. PUBLISHED I N  ZEITSCHRI IT  FUR VERMESSUNGSWESEN, 
Va. 94, DEC. 1969.  PP.504-511. A70-19371. 
(EXPERIENCE IN THE PROKCTION OF ORTHOPHOTO M4PS.j  
U h i  LC'FTBILDWSEN, VOL. 37, SEPT. 1969 .  PP.183-186.  
A69-41246. 
CR4ND4LL. U.S. ARW, I!kTEI.I.ICEWE 4SD Y A P P I W  RE5E4RCH 4SD 
DEVEU)PME?iT ACESCV (GI!WROD4), FF. BELVOIA, V3. PL'RLISHED I N  
p H o r o G R A ! ! ~ I C  ElcCIF;EERIhGG, VOI.. 29,  W .  6. 1963.  PP.947- 
955. 
NR-89-00-000-01036 kRF&iL%GEN BE1 DER HERSTELLIING VON 0RTHOPK)TOKARTEN. 
G . W I NKELMANN , MUNSTER , GERMANY. PU3L I SHED I N R I LDMESSLW 




UBJECT RELATED DOCUMENT 
accMsIm NWER DESCRIPTION 
WR-D8-00-000-00690 MOIRE TOPOGRAPHY. H. TAKASAKf. SHSZLY)KA UNIVERSITY, 
)U\MAMATSU-SHI, JAPAN. PLBLISHED I N  APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9 ,  
NO. 6. JUNE 1970.  PP.1467-1472.  
FORESTRY 
SECTION 08 SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS 
ACCESSlO?G hWBER DESCR I FT i ON 
NR-C@-00-000-00174 FOHESTER'S GC'IDU TO 4ER19L P H O W  IhPERPRFT-\TlO\. t.SDd/ 
AGRICLLTC'FWL HAWFKX)f( 3013. T. EIGEW AVFHI,  FOHEST SEHVICF. 





SECTION 08 - SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS 
ACCESSION NWm DEscRlPTloN 
NR-DP-00-000-00690 MOIRE TOPOGRAPHY. H. TAKASAKI, SHIZLY)KA UNIVERSITY, 
HAM4MATSU-SHI, JAPAN. PLRLISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, 
NO. 6, J W E  1970. PP.1461-1472. 
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SECTION 09 - TECHNICAL REPORTS 
TECHNICAL REPWTS - GHXXAPHk 
ACCESSION hWlBk% lXSCR I PT 1 ON 
NR-D9-EJ-998-00326 PUTEhTl A L  RESEARCH APID EARTH RESOl!RCES STLDIES W I T H  ORRIT- 
ING RADARS - RESULTS OF RECENT STUDIES. RICH4RD K .  MOORE 
AKD D 4 V I D  SIMOKETT. UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, LANRENCE, KANS4S. 
PRESENTED AT THE A l A A  ANNUAL MEEXltiC AND TECHNIC4L DISPLAY, 
4'M, ANAHEIM, C 4 L I F . ,  OCT. 1967.  A IAA PAPER NO. 67 -767 .  
GK-1153, N62305-67-C-0044,  AND 14-08-~0001-10@4P. PLWLISHED 
AS A I A A  PAPER NO. 67-767,  4TH ANNUAL MEC,TINC AhD TECHNIC4L 
DISPL4Y. OCTORER 23-27 ,  19.67, AN4HEIM, CALIFORNIA. 
MICROFICHE AND HARD COPY. A67-42936 
HR-D9-FJ-996-00360 P C 7 W h T i A l .  C O I T R I B l T l O S  OF ORBITAL E4RTH RESaRCES D4TA TO 
bRWN PLANSlhC.  CHAR1 ES T.h. P4CLDAN. PI lS4/Hl%TSVII  LE. A1.A. 
PRESENTED AT AMERICA% PSTRON1I;TICAL SWIFT\ A \ D  OPFRATIOSS 
RESE4RCH SOCIETY OF 4NFRIC4. J O l h T  MFbTIhG. DF\VFR. COlO . 
Jc!E 1969; AAS PAPER 69-483 :  A69-42837.  6 ICROFlCHE COPY: 
hR-D9-00-000-01012 EXPERIMEYTAL APPLICATIONS OF MVLTIR4SD PHOTOCR4PW I N  kHR-\L 
RESE4RCH. ERIC G .  MOORE 4hD R4RR\ 9. W L I A R ,  DFPT. OF 
GCXXX4PI-N. NORTHWESTERN I \ I W R S I T Y .  CHIC-IGO. ILL. REPRILT 
NR-D9-00-000-01183 
NR-D9-00-000-01196 
FROM I L L l k O l S  STATE AC4DOiY OF SCIkSCE, TR4kSACTlO!iS, VOL,. 
61, hO. 1, 1968 .  PP.RO-C18. 
THE W\Wi3T OF B-IRCHJh DI.'%ES YEASCRED Rj' 4FR141. PKTT(T.RAY- 
HETRY. HERWAS J. FIPIKEL, ISRAEL I \ S T l T L T E  OF TECH\OI.<X;\, 
HA I F A ,  ISRAEL. PCRLI SHED I4 PHOTOGR&Wk.TR I C EhG I SEER I \C, 
VOL. 27, ho. 3 .  1961.  PP.439-444.  
M414; TRESDS IN THE 4PPLICATlON OF A I R P I # W  MFTIWDS IT) GEO- 
GRAPHICAL RESE4RCH Ih THE U.S.S.R. - A R F X I E W  OF PL'HLICAT- 
IONS. 1962-1964 .  R.V. VISOGHNXJV, AC4DFMY OF SCIEWES,  
LENIF;CRAD. C'SSR. PL.I.ISHED l?i PHUTOGHAW1b;TRIA. WL. 23 ,  YAY 
1968 .  PP.77-94. A6R-34720. 
AERl4L  SC'WEY - CMOYY OF' HOkC KO%. H.C. DAN?;. HL'kTI'G 
SLRVEYS LTD. PLBLISHED IN PHOTOGR4WkTRIC RECORD, VOL. 6, 
NO. 34. OCT. 1969 .  PP.335-347. 
A MULTISPECTRAL SC'RVEY OF A CO4STAI.- INTR4COASTAL ENVIROY- 
MEbT. RICH4RD E. WIT?WR, F1.ORID.I ATLANTIC I X I V E R S I T Y ,  HOCA 
RplTON, fTORlD4 .  TECHNIC4L REPORT NO. 5 ,  CONTRACT NO. 
W N R  4 7 6 1 ( 0 0 ) .  -667 610 .  
INSTRLNEhTED GEOGRAPHIC AN4LYSIS OF MlL1 lSENSOR IMAGERY. 
JAMES P. LATHAY, FzoRID4  ATLAhTlC L?iIVBHSITY, Roc4 R4TOY, 
PTDRIDA. PRESENTED AT THE IhTEHNATION GE(X;H.APHIC C O V X W S ,  
Z lST ,  NEW DELHl, INDIA ,  DEC. 1968.  SECTION I X  - C4KTOCR4t'HY 
AND PHoTOGkXRAPHY. 
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND INFRARED LASERS IN A I R  POL.LITION 
RESEARCH AKD MOSITORIKC. P H I L I P  L. HANST, NASA E1,CXTROhiICS 
RESEARCH CENTER, CAMi3RIffiE, MASSACHUSLTTS. I N  - APPLIED 
SPECTROSCOPY. VOL. 24, NO. 2, MARCH/APRIL 1 9 7 0 .  




SECTION 09 TECHNICAL R E P O R T S  
ACCESS I ON mwER 
NR-E9-00-000-00774 
DESCR I PT lorY 
I%STRkWE\T DETAILS A'bD APPI.ICATIO8.S OF- \Fw' AIRROH\F YAC\FTO- 
METER. HCMEH JESSE%. 4EHO SFHVICE CORP., P H I L A I X I  PHI 1, PA. 
PWLISHED I N  G M P m S S C S ,  kOL. 30.  v). 5 ,  OCT. 1965.  PP.c\75- 
@82 .  
kR-E9-XJ-000-00972 ON IR IMAGERY AND ITS APPLICATIOti TO THE. MAPPltiG OF GFD- 
THCWMAL DISTRIBVTIONS. K. M4TSCIPi0, H. H4SE. AhD K. NISH- 
IMURA, GEX)LOCICAL SlTWEX OF JAPAN, KAWASAKISHI, JAPAS. 
PUBLISHED IN PHOTOCRAWWTRIA, VOL. 25, DEC. 1969.  PP.61-74. 
A70- 16498 .  
SR-E9-00-000-01 I 1 3  ASSESSMENT OF S A T E I L I T E  PKYlWnRAPHS F U ?  GEOf.LXIC41, MAPPlhG 
AND HESEARCH. J .A.  E. ALLCM,  I hST 1 TLTE OF GEOLOG IC41. 
SCIENCES, 5, PRIFCES G4TE. LX)hDOY, S.W. 7.  PLHLISHED I N  
JOCIRN4L OF THE B R I T I S H  INTERPMhETARY SOCI€TY, VOL. 23 ,  NO. 
4, APRIL. 1970.  PP.297-306.  
hH-L?9-W-YYU-O1IbL YHl3 MULTItlAND APPHO4CH TO GFDLOGICAL M P P I M i  FRoi.1 ORBlTlFia 
SATELLITES - IS I T  REDUNDANT OR V ITAL .  R.J.P. LYON, 
P I5GWi  CR4TER TERR4lsi 4NAI.VSIS. G.4. MC CLF AND . I .  GRFEX. 
~~ &VERICAS A V 1 4 T 1 0 \ ,  I h C . .  Dow\EY. CRLIF .  PLHLISHED I Y  
PHOTOCHALCrETRIC EhClhEEAI\G,  V O L .  31, W .  5 .  SEPT. 1965. 
PP. 810 -621  
GEOI.OCIC I \YfRPRET4TIO\  OF A I R W X W  IhFR9RED IY.\CERY. 
ULHENCE H. I.&TT%\Y, PEh'.S\l.VAY 1 .\ STATE l\ I VERS I T Y  I 
tT4 I W R S  I TY P4RK1 P4 .  PtB1, I SHED I N PHOT<X;R.\WiilR I C  EM; 1 hEER- 
IW, YOL.. 29 ,  M). 1 ,  1963 .  PP.83-R7. 
TERRAIN M1PPI\C BY USE OF IUF'R4RED RAD14TION. D 4 V l D  E. 
HARRIS AhD CASPAH L. WODRRIIXF;. H R E - S I X F R ,  I W . ,  STATE 
COLLEGE, PA. PLYHLI SHED I N PH(n'(X;RAWlCTR I C  E'.G I \EFH I hG, 
VOL. 30, JAN. 1 9 6 4 .  PP .134-139 .  PLW.ISHED I N  THE TR.\\:S- 
THE SE4RCH MH ORE DEPOSITS L'SIKG THFRU41. RAnl.1TION. 
D. W. STRAXGWAY 4bD R .C. f#)LMF:H, KES\.ECOTT COPPF'R COHP. , 
SALT L4KE C I T Y ,  VTAH. P tRL ISHED I N  GEOPHYSICS, VOL. 31 ,  
NO. 1 ,  FER. 1966 .  PP.225-242.  
IhTFRPRtTTlhG NATlRAL TERR4IN FRCN R9DAR D I S P l A Y S .  A.M. 
FEOER, C0RN;CI.L AEHOXALTICAL L O R . ,  RL ALO. hEW \ ( ~ K .  PCR- 
L ISHED I N  PHUIW;RAPMUWIC EhC lhEERlhG,  VOL. 26 ,  SO. 4, 1960.  
PP.618-630.  
A COP.IPARISON OF AERIN.  FILMS I N  THE STI'DY OF EIREIDWERKLR 
GLACIER ARE4, ICELAtiD. R.  WLCH,  C%IVERSITY OF GLASGOW, 
GLASGOW , SCOTLARD. PLBL I SHED I N PHOTOCRAt+liiTH I C RECORD, 
WL. 5, NO. 28, OCT. 1966 .  PP.2R9-306. 
FN91.UATION OF GfXYIliERMAL PROSPECTS AM) THE ORJECTIVES OF 
GEWI'HERMAL EXPLORATION. GLNNAR RODVARSSON, OREGON ST4TE 
UNIVt71SITYI CORVALLIS, ORECON. PliRLISHtl) IN GEOEXPLDRATION, 
WL. 8, NO. I ,  1970 .  PP.7-17.  
bR-E9-LL-166-01203 ANALYSIS OF 1 9 6 6  INFR4RED IMAGERY OF SURTSEY, ICELAND. 
RICHARD S. WILL I4YS.  JR . ,  A I R  FDRCE CAMBRIf f iE RESEARCH LAB. ,  
BEDFORD, MASS. AND JULES D. FRIEDMfiN, U.S. G E O W I C A L  SCRVUY 
WASHIbGTON. D.C. PRESENTED AT THE IhTERNATIONAL LNION OP 
GEODESY AND CEOPHYS I C s ,  1 4TH GEKERAL ASSMBLY, I NTERNITIONAL 
ASSOCIATION OF VOLCANOLOCY SEXTION, ZURICH, SWITZERLAND, 
8CT. 1967.  
rnESSlOF4 bl?.tB€n WESCRI.PT?DP( 
NR-E9-CL-000-01224 INTERPRETATION OF ALASKAN POST-EARTHQUAKE PHO1YXIR4PHS. 
ROBERT J .  HACKMAN, U.S. GM)UX;ICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
RIBLIISWED I% PHCYTOGR94METTRIC IF?U;IW-Xl+I%G, WL. 31,  .tt'Lb 
1969 .  PP.604-610. 
HYDROLOGY 
HYDROLOGY 
SECTION 08 SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS 
ACCESSION hlMBER DESCR I F T  I ON 
NR-F8-00-000-006@7 A MODELING APPROWH TO THE PKORLEM OY DE”bRHYIN1NG THE Tb3P- 
WATCRE OP RIkFRS FH@l S4TEI.LITES. A . A .  DMlTHlEV 44D T . V .  
EVF;bAXICH. MOSCOW STATE I ’%lVERSI l ’Y ,  W P R .  PI’HI.IStiED IN 
A K A D M I l A  K A W  SSSK, IZVESTIA,  ATYOSPHERIC AND OCEANIC PH’r- 
S ICS,  VOL. 2 ,  NO. 8, 1966 .  PP.@97-R99.  
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SECTION 09 TECHNICAL REPORTS 
DESCR I PT I OY 
WR-F9-EJ-130-00424 EFF'ECTIVE WATER RESOL!CE WINAGWNT. TRW SYSTEMS, SAN 
BERNARDIM). CALIF. APRIL 1 9 6 8 .  
NR-F9-00-000-00490 EFFECTS 0% PMYiXXRAPHS OF WATER RY V 4 R  I OF SEDIMFhT A W  
TFCW IC*![. XFPORT ALG4L CONTEkT 1 3 W R  CO%TROI.I I.:D CONDIT I O W  . 
9. LYMAN 0.  %lLLltWS L\W JOHN D4ViD S4WL. EAST TE\\ESSEE 
STATE L* I VERS I TY JWN>OX C 1 TY , TESN . COSTRKT h0. 
N00014-67-A-0102-0001.  
NR-F9-GK-000-00689 A RECOWAISSAKCE STlDY OF CERTAIN ASPECTS OP THE HEAT CYCLE 
OF L4KES. FIK1L REPORT DEC. 57-JAN. 68. REID A .  BRYSON AND 
ROBERT A.  R A W Z K I E .  UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON. WIS. 
0 6 9 5  0 5 9 .  




MICROWAVE SENSORS FOR W4TER MAN4GPGMENT AND HYDROLOGY FROM 
SPACE. J . M.. KENhEDY , R Y A N  AKROh'AlX IC& CO. , S A N  DI EGO, 
CALIF. PRESENTED AT THE A I M  ANNWL ME€TIFiG A&D TECHNICAL 
DISPLAY, STH, PHIL9DEI.PHIA, PA., OCT. 1 9 6 8 ,  PAPER 68-1076.  
A68-44991. 
WATER RESOlV3CES IN THE EVERGL4DES. WILLIAM J .  SCHNEIDER, 
U.S. GEOlBGIC4L SIRVEY. WASHIKCTON, D.C. PLWLISHkD IN 
PHOTOCFWWETRIC EMINEERIHG, VOL. 3 2 ,  NOV. 1966. PP.958-  
965. 
ASPECTS OF COYPIRATIVE AIR PHOTOINTERPRFTATION IN THE DYFl 
ESTUARY. A.D. JONES. C'NIVERSITY COLLEGE OF W91.ES, ARERYST- 
VYTH, WALES. PbBLISHED IN PHOTCGliAiWkTRIC RWORD, VOL. 6 ,  
APRIL 1 9 6 9 .  PP.291-305.  
NR-F9-CJ-968-01208 W4TER QUALITY AND PLAM DISTRIBWION ALQhG THE UPPER PATUX- 
ENT RIVER, MARYLAND. RICHARD R .  ANDERSON, AMERICAN UNIVER- 
SITY, WASHlFiGTON, D.C.. RUSSELL 0 .  BROWN AKD ROBERT D. 




CTION 0 4  MISSION SCREENING AND 
SUMMARY REPORTS 
r n E S S I O N  Ni?.mER DESCR i PT IoPi 
NR-G4-M-158-60149 M19SIO'i 149 - METfXlROUX;ICAL DATA FOR EMTH RESOtRCES AIR- 
CRAFT PROGRW. SITE 1.58, COHFUS CHRISTI, TEXASIGtLP OF 
Mb"IC0. HCRRICAW CELIA, AlCUST 2-6, 1970. ITOS W4THER 
S.W?LLI'IT PHUK?CR4PHS. COMPIt.ED BY ESSA/REtF4THEK HL'KEMJ, 
GL%F COAST STATIONS, NEW ORLEANS, UKllSlANI -.GI\LVESToY, 
TEXAS, FF AL. 
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SECTION 08 SUBJECT RELATED DOCUMENTS 
ACCESS 10% NLWER DESCRIPTION 
N R - G 6 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 7 1 4  THEORY OF HF CROL%D W4W R4CKSCATTER FROM SEA W4VES. JAMES 
R .  WAIT,  ESSA, BOCXDFX, C O W .  PUBLISHED I N  J(XRNAL OF 




SECTION 09 TECHNICAL REPORTS 
ACCESS ION NLSIBER 5€2KRIPTIW 
WR49-DK-000-00350 THE REL4TIOSSHIP BF17wFF\ A W P H f 3 I I C  LIGHT SCATTERIXG CO- 
EFFICIENTS 4ND V I S I B I L I T Y .  HELWTH HORV4TH 4XD YE\W,TTFH E. 
MAL. L3 I bERS ITY OF WA5H I '.GTO\. SEATTLE, UPSH I ~ G T O X .  PCB- 
LISHED I N  ATK)SPHtXIC E\VIRM%:NT, VOL. 3 ,  SEPT. 1969.  
PP.543-550. A70-1R923. 
NR-C9-00-000-00352 REWTE SEKSIkG OF THE SEA COSDITlO'iS WITH NICROW'AI'E RADIO- 
METER SkSTEXS. J.C. Al1(1-4YD, ET 4L . .  SPECTRA%, IRC. ,  
Fy, C4LIFORt i lA.  P tRL ISHFB I Y  A I M ,  EARTH RESOIRCES 
OBSERVATIONS AhD IhF'OfiYATIO'i SYSTFYS MFFTlhG, A\\4POLlSI  PID. 
MARCH 1970 .  PAPER KO.70-3121. A70-22869 MICROFICHE COPY. 
NR-G9-HJ-138-00353 OCEAN AND WATFR SlRFACE TkXPERATl'HE MU4SlHWF\TS l'S I W  
IhFRARED R D O T E  SE\SI\G TECH\IOCXS F R W  4IRROH*E PLATbWRFtS. 
MORRIS UrEISS, BARhES F\GI\FFRlhG CO., STAWXMD. CC)*\. 
P L B L l  SHED IN A I  44, T H E R W P m  S ICs CORFEHEhCE, 4TH, SAN 
FRAWISCO, CALIFORXIA. JlYE 1969,  PAPFX bO.69-590.  
A69-33286.  MICHUFICHE COPk. 
NR-69-00-000-0036'7 CCWBINED AERIAL AhD SHIPBOARD lPU%!LLIFIG STL'DY IN THE 
BEXLZLA CI'RREhT. U.R.H. 9\DRt:WS. D I V .  OF SEA FISHFRIES.  
SEA P O I N T ,  C4PE TONY, SOl,TH AFRICA, AND D.L .  CRAM. CSlR,  
OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH C T l T .  LNIVERSITY OF CAPE TONY, SOITH 
AFRICA. PUBLISHED IN k 4 n R E ,  VOL. 224,  NO. 5222 ,  NOV. 1969 .  
PP.902-904. 
NR-69-00-000-00761 POUER SPCXTR4 FR(M OCE4.i YOVFMFMS WASLXED RnY+TELY BY 
IOYOSPHERIC R4DIO RACKSCATTER. J.F. WARD, TOHUSVILLE L-IV- 
ERSITY COLLEGE, TOSSSVILLE, OLEEKSL4hD, A~~STRA1,IA. PLaLISH- 
ED Iti NATLWE. VOL. 223, 60. 5213,  SEPT. 1969.  PP.1325-1330.  
NR-G9-00-000-00764 SPACE RECOKNAISSAWE OF THE OCEA?; - OPPORTUNITIES AND LIMIT- 
ATIOYS. GIFPOAD C. EwlM;, aooOS HOLE OCEAMICR4PHIC INSTIT- 
WIOFi. RTx)DS HOLE, W S S .  PCRLISHED I N  ANNALS OF KEW YORK 
ACADEMY OF SCIESCES, VOL. 1 4 0 ,  KO. 1, DEC. 1966 .  PP.83-92. 
NR-G9-00-900-00767 AN LNDEXWATER SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE COLLECTOR. RAYMOkD C. 
.SMITH, SCRIPPS I N S T I T W E  OF OCEAKOCRAPHY. U N I W R S I T Y  OF 
CALIFtNtNIA. S4N DIIXO, L4 JOLIA ,  CALIFWINIA.  PbBLlSHED I N  
JOLXNAL OP MARISE RESEARCH. VOL. 27, NO. 3, 1969 .  PP.341-  
351. 
0CE.W WAVE HEIGHTS AX0 W l h D  VEU)(:ITY. TECHNICAL REPORT. 
K. KRISHES, 1.OChHEED El -ECTRWlCS CO., HOI.STO\.  TEX.\S. 
REPORT Fio. LkXIHWD h0. 649.21 - 0 2 5 .  CO\IXKT W. S4S9-5191.  
NR-69-00-000-00168 COARELATION OF R4D4R BACKSCATTLXINO CROSS-SECTIONS W I T H  
hR-G9-00-000-00769 THE R ? m E  SEkSIX; FRm 4lRCR4bT A \ D  NP.\CE W H I C I E S  OF TRACE 
VAPOLRS 4SSOCIATED KITH RICX(R31CAl. K T I V I T I  1 %  THE OCt.'.\\S. 
A. R . 84RR I X E R ,  BARR I %ER RESEARCH, LTD. , REXDALE, O\TT(\R 1 0 ,  
CAS404. 
hR-G9-00-000-007?0 REXYI'E SESSISG OF MARlhE EFFLIVI4. 4.R. RIRRlhCFR. 
BARRISGER RESFARCH, LTD. , REXDAIX, ( n T A R 1 0 .  CASADS. 
NR-G9-00-000-00773 I 6FR4RED-OPTIC41, TECH\ I O l T S  APPLIFD TO OCE4YOGR9PH\. I .  
ME4StUFNEST OF TOTAL HF4T F1.W FR(M THE SEA SI'RF4CE. E.D. 
M: 4L,ISTUR, SCRIPPS I ~ S T I T l . T I O \  OF WE-\\OCX.\PHI, 1XIVERSITY 
OF CAl.IFORNIA. SA% D I F W ,  C 9 L I F O R ~ 1 4 .  PIHLISHEU 1 %  4PPL lFD 
OPTICS. VOL.  3, ho. 4 ,  YAY 1 9 6 4 .  
NR-G9-GJ-9921-00799 A PROCElXRE TO E L l M l W T E  PERIODIC WISE F'(X!ND IS ZIYW'S I 1  
HIGH RESOLW'I1W I?;FRWED R A D I M T C R  MUL\SIRMY\TTS. 
MC M I L L I N ,  ALL IED RESE4RCH 4S5OC:IATt:S, 
FER. 1969 .  REPORT KO. 9G45-32 4SD TR-9. CONTRACT KO. 
NAS5-10343. 
L.*IRRY Y. 
I h C . ,  CO\CWD..Y-\SS. 
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ACCESSION PIXNBER DESCR I PT lo"; 
NR-G9-BH-057-00817 UNDERW4TER DEPTH DETFRHIN4TIOY RY AER l.AL PHOWOGR.\PHj. 
A.C. Ll'hDAHL, U.S. tiAW PIWKXRAPHIC lhTEKPRLTATlO\ CF>TEH. 
PLrRLI SHED I N  P W O G R 4 W L T R  I C  EXG I hEER I XG , VOL. . I 4, 40.  4 ,  
1948 .  PP.454-462.  
NR-G9-00-000-00848 ENVIROSMENT4L M4NAGMENT I N  MARISE WATERS. MARINE POLL1.TION 
PANEL DISCUSSIOU. CL4RENCE M. TARZMELL, NATIOVAL W R I h E  
WATER Ol!ALITY LAB., PIEST KINGSTOY, R . I .  AND CHARLES J .  
ROBIKOVU, E4RTH RESOliRCES OBSERVATION SATELLITE PR(GKArl OF 
THE DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR, WAbHlYGWV, D.C. PRESEXTED A T  
"i+!3 FiORTH EASTERN REGIONAL AhTIPOLLLTION ANNUAL COhFURESCE, 
UNIVERSITY OP RHODE ISLAND, J b L Y  1969 .  
m E R  SURFACES FOR A M W  SUN. A.R. BOILE4U AND J . I .  GORDON, 
SAY DICII;O. CAL IF .  P1RLISHk:D 1 %  APPl.IEI> OPTIC5. bot.. 5 ,  so. 
NR-G9-00-000-01006 ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES AND REFLECTAKCES OF OCEAN WATER 43D 
SCR I PPS 
5. n-\Y 1966 .  PP.CO3-Pl3. 
I SST ITtTE OF OCE1hCX;R-\PHY, I \ I \ FRS I TV OF CAI. 1 F(W\ I'\, 
hR-G9-DJ-012-01011 REWOTE SFYSIYG OF OCEAY COI.0R. JAYES S .  R411.W 4hD PETER G. 
WHITE. TRW SYSTLMS GROl!P. REDO\DO REACH. C9L IF. PIH1,ISHED 
I N  4DV4NCES IS IWTHCMENTATIOU, VOI,. 24. PART 3 ,  1964. I S 9 ,  
PIITSBLVGH. PP.635-1 TO 6 3 5 - 7 .  PRESEhTED AT THC: ISSTRlhlE4T 
SOCIETY OF ANkRIC4,  d\h;l!4L CONFFHESCE, 24TH. HOliSTOk,. T E X A S .  
OCT. 1969 .  A70-13592 .  
hR-69-GH-155-0 
hR-G9-00-000-0 
147 THE FEASIRIL ITY  OF DkTECTlOX 4\1) CLASSIF ICAT lO\  OF FISH O I L  
SLICKS BY RFYOTE SE\SI\G. R.lHRI\CFH RESE.!HCH L I V I T E D .  
ONTARIO, CASADA. RFPORT 30.  TR-68-54. FER. 1 9 6 r .  
1 5 7  THE 1IRRORKE RADlATIO\  T W I ? C ~ ~ E T E R  04 'IHE P.lCIFIC CO-lST OF 
CANAD9. J . P. TlI.l.Y, P I  5HFH I ES RESEARCH W 4 R D  OF CJhADa, 
P A C I F I C  OCEAXOCRAPHIC GRCWP, XA\A1>0, R.C. APHII, 1 9 6 4 .  
hR-G9-00-000-01158 S1.AR IWAGFRY F D R  SE9 ICE S T t D I E S .  RICHARD 4. RRIDIE ,  
RAYTHEOON/ALiiO\\tR IC,  AI.EXA\DR I A , V 4 .  P1RL.I SHED I N  PHOTO- 
GRAEWXRIC EXGlhEERIXG. COL. 33 ,  W .  7, 1967 .  PP.763-766.  
hR-Gg-LL-166-0?171 WRl.DWIDE OCFAUIC N I N D  A Y D  WAVE PREDICTIOSS [:51XG A SAT 
ITF; RAD.AR RADIO\tPTTFIR. RICH-IRD K .  rYX)HE, I% lVEHSITY OF 
KANSAS. IAICREWE, U:\XSAS. AhD WII.1AHD J .  Plt:H5Oh;, . I H . . ,  hl.X 
YORK L ! I W R S I T I ,  RRO\X, h W  )()HI(. PRESE\TED A T  THE A l A 4  
EARTH RESOLHCES OHSERVATIOZS &\I> IXFORM4TlON SYSTbXS MEb~TI \G 
ANNAPOLIS, +ID.,  M4RCH 1970,  PAPER bo. 7 0 - 3 1 0 .  A70-22877.  
NR-G9-GJ-239-01174 GRE4T LAKES WATER TtXPER4TlRES BY AERIAL,  SCRVEY. T . L .  
RICtiARDS, M€~TTTEOKOL.O(;ICAL SERVICE OF CWADA, 
PLBl. 1 SHED I N THE I NTERSAT IONAL ASS% I AT I ON OF SC I ENT 1 F I C 
HYDROLOGY, bo. 70, 1'966. PP.406-419.  
NR-G9-00-000-01176 TO HUNT AN ICEREHG - HICROW4VE RADI(MfTHY ENSIGN CHARLES 
W .  JGECE, U.S. COlST GUARD. PI.RLISHED I N  GEWWRINE TECH- 
N O W Y ,  VOL. 1, NO. 3, FEE. 1 9 6 5 .  PP.29-31.  
hR-G9-HJ-99@-01190 W E  HORIZOhTAI, EXTE'1T A h D  PERSISTEWE OF THERMAL FRONTS I N  
THE SARGASSO SE4. ARTMR D. VO(>RHIS, NOODS HOLE OCEfiXOGR4P- 
H I C  INSTITUTION, WXIDS HOI.E, MASS. PLBLISHED I N  DEEP-SEA 
RESEARCH, SUPPI.ME:hT TO VOL. 16,  1969 .  PP .331-337 .  
CONTRACT BO. NOKR-2196(01). AD-699 @86.  
NR-G9-GJ-000-01200 DEVEIDPMEFIT AND EVALUATION OF PROCEDL'RE FOR USING AERIAL 
PHOFOCRAPHS TO COhLXCT A SLRVEY OF CO4STAL EROSION. DO\ALD 
BEFiNETT STAFbDRD. FORTH CAROLINA STATE LWIVERSITY, RALEIGH, 
NORTH CAROLINA. PUBLISHED I N  DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS, V f '  . 
29, 1969 .  PP.4163B-4164B. STAR N70-10073 .  
h R - G 9 ~ 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 1 2 0 %  OCEAN SURFACE ENVIRONVENT D E F I N I T I O N  LJTIEIZIKG LASER TECH- 
NiOlrES. RONAlD L. KIRU. ELECTRO-OPTICAL SYSTLNS, INC., 
PASADENA. CAL IF .  PCBLISHED I N  IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 
RECORD, 8967.  AMWAL, PART 8 ,  MARCH 1 9 6 7 .  PP.84-93. 
CONTRACT NO. NOW 66-0.509-C. 
~ 9 - 2  
TEUPi1C9L REPORTS - OCE4WGRAPW 
DESCRIPTION 
t T I L I Z A T I O I  OF SATFl.L.ITE PHOTOS l - 0 3  I C E  I%TFI I.IGEKCE. 
GABRIR. J .  PUK3€ZKY. SAVAL OCEA\(KHAPHlC Ot;FICF, \i3SHI\GT04. 
D.C. PRESEMED AT THE JWRICA\  GEOPH\ ICAL. \ \ I O \ ,  4qTH 
ANM'4L rcEET1U;. APRIL 1 9 6 ~ .  P C H L I M E D  Ih: WFRICA\  GEOPWS- 
1CAL t%lm TR-\\S4CTIOSS, WL. 49. h0. I ,  MARCH 1964.  
PP.219-223. 
COLOR WHAXCEWXT OF %lYRl lS HIGH RESOLI,TlO% IhF'fl.1RF.D RADIO- 
WTt33 DATA. E.R. IiRElhS, I! .S.  41R FX)HCE, E\VlR0s>W%T4L 
TECHSlC4L APPLIC4TIO3S CEhTtR. WASHIUGTON, D.C. A\D l..J. 
ALLISOY, GOOD-\RD SPACE FLICWT CESTER, GAEE\Hk."LT, HD. PkR- 
LISHED I N  APPLIED OPTICS, 'JOL. 9,  30. 3, MARCH 1970.  
PP.631-686. 
A PHOTOGROPHIC MEAYS OF ORTAINIhG CO%OCHRCNATIC SPECTI34 OF 
M I W  ALGAE. S . R .  BAIG AhD C.S. YEYTSCH, XOVA l ? i I V E R S I T t ,  
rORT WLDERDALE, FLORIDA. P1BI.ISHED I N  APPLIED OPTICS,. 
VOL. 8 ,  NO. 12, MIC. 1969.  PP.2566-2568.  
ACCESS I OW hI%BF7R 






VIEW OF THE OCEAri FROM SP4CL'. B IREA l I  OF CIX-WRCIAl ,  FISHER- 
IES BIOLCGICAL U B .  (G41,VESTOY) CO\TRIRl;TIO\ hO. 2.59. 
ROBERT E .  STE'JEThSOV . BLREAII OF COhMCTRC I A L  F1 SHFR I ES R IOIXK- ~~ 
I C A L  WE., G4LVESTOk. TEX4S. 
APPLIC9TIOS OF INFRARED Mk74SIRISC TSCHNIQC'ES TO THE R F O T E  
SEhS IS OF WATER SlRFACE T€>IPER4TL?W. bXXIR I S  NE1 SS , RARWS 
ESGINELTIYG CO., STWFORD, COXN. PC;HLISHED IN CANADDlh 
AERONALTICS AhD SPACE JOLRKAL, VOL. 15,  KO. 5, M4Y 1969 .  
PP.165-172. 
DATA IWKDLlKG, D4T4 4NALYSIS AND GRmW W R I F I C 4 T I O N  OF 
COLOR AhD MXTI-SPECTRAL IMAGERY FY)R COASTAL SIRVFk IhG. 
ALFRED C. COhROD AYD EDWIN A. OLSSON. MASS4CM'SL"l"rS 
I h S T I T W E  OF TECH\OLOCY , CAWR I DGE, MASS. COhTRACT hlW3SR 
NAS 12-2213. PLBLISHED I N  A IAA,  EARTH RPSOLRCES OBSERVA- 
TIOtiS AhD IhPORMATION SYSTEMS MEETllrC. AhNAPOLIS. MD . . ~ .  .~ - . . .  
&N% 1 9 7 0 :  PAPER CO.70-299. A 7 0 - 2 2 i 8 5 .  
THE RELATION OF BXKSC4TTSRED RADIATION To WIhD-STRESS AT 
THE SEA SLqFACE. F I t i 4 L  REPORT 1967 .  SI0 REPE3EKCE SERIES 
67-28. CH4RLES COX. I 'NIVERSITY OF CALIPORNIA. SCRIPPS 
ItiSTITUTION OF WEANOGRAPHY, LA JOLLA, CAL IF .  COhTRACT NO. 
N62306-1165.  
AERIAL MEASUREMENT OF SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURE I N  THE INFRA- 
RED. PETER M. S4lXDC'RS. N O S  HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITW- 
ION. .ooo5 HOLE, SUSS. PURLISHED IN JCXRML. OF tikIOPH\SICAL 
REPEWCH. WL. 72, NO. 18,  A". 1967 .  PP.4109-4 \17 .  
NR-G9-00-000-01218 EFFTCT OF TP4PER9TI33P. 9Wl.E 0): OB5FRVATIO\, S41. l%ITY.  A \ D  
T H I N  ICE 0% THE WICKUW4VX f-?t lSSlOY OF UAIER. \ . A .  SIR(X'+IA\ 
~ I C L ~ S  AIRCRWT c(xwA\t, SA\TF~\ wsic.a. CALIF. P m i . i s H m  1 %  
JOCRNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL. RE5E.aRCH. V O L .  73, W .  1 4 .  Jl'Lt 196s .  
PP - 4 4 8 1 -  4466 .  
NR-G9-00-000-01223 OCEAN W4VS PROFILE RKORDC'R. 4'4 OCU9~0CRAPHIC ISSTRIYEhT 
TRANSPORTABLE BY HEL. I COPTER. E ~ R. CROSOb , b . S . \AVAL, M I  SS- 
ILE CEhTER, POIhT  ! 4 4 c l s ,  CALIF.  J1'Z.Y 1966.  REPWT hO. 
W - 6 6 - 3 3 .  
NR-69-GH-000-01225 AERW4GSETIC S l T W Y  OF T W P I C O  Ba\K. 11.S. NAVAL OCF:4SOGRA- 
PH lC  OFFICE. LEOh4RD S .  W \ \ I S  A\D PATRICK T. T4tL.OH. U.S. 
NAV4L OCEANCGRAPHIC OFFICE, UlASHrhGTO\, D.C. DEC. 1967 .  
R€PORT F;o. IR -67 -99 .  
NR-G9-00 -000-0123~  SEA CLUTTER MEASlREMENTS BY ai FXXR-FR€QLFbCY RAD4R. 
M.B. LAING. tiAVAL, RESU?RCH LAR. ,  bV4SHI'GTOX, D.C. 
PRESENTED AT EASCOW 69,  IEEE ELECTRONICS A K D  AEROSPACE 
SYSTFNS COhWNTION, W'ASHIXGTOY. D.C. OCT. 1969 ,  RECORD, 
PP.286-293.  
MULTISUBJECT 
M U L T I S U B J E C T  
N 04 MISSION SCREENING AND 
SUMMARY R E P 0  RTS 
ACCESS ION KCWEER DESCR I PT 1Or  
NR-H4-M-998-A0107 MISSION 107, EARTH RESOURCES SCREENING AND INDEXING REPORT. 
SITES 155 AND 198 
NR-H4-CJ-998-90121 MISSION 121, E4RTH RESOlRCES SCREENING A h D  1lr;DEXlh;C REPORT. 
SITES 124, 125.  142 ,  151, 152, le8 W D  215 
NR-H4-EJ-998-C0139 MISSION 139, E4RTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM - SURFACE 
BEATHER ORSERVATIONS. SITES 2 4 2 ,  211, 243, 020, 220, AND 
029. NASAIMSC, SPACEFL.IGHT METEOROLOGY GRO(JP, HOUSTON, 
TEXAS. JULY 20-31,  1970. 
H4-1 
MULTISUBJECT 
SECTION 07 SUMMARY REPORTS 
&CCESS ION NLNRER DESCR I PTl ON 
PIR-H7-EJ-998-00076 PRINCETCW C’FilVFRSITY CONFERENCE, 97TH. ON AEROSP4CE MbTHODS 
POR REbEALI f f i  A \ D  EV91.1!ATING EARTH’S RESOWHCES, PRINCFTON, 
N . J . .  SEPT. 1969.  PROCEEDINGS. (PRlhCbTO\ UNl\XffSlTY 
CONFERENCE, I 970 J . PRESTON L4\T0NI ED I TOR D W ?  . OF 
AEROSPACE AND MECHANICAI. SCIENCE, PRI\CCTOti UNIVFKSITk, 
PRINCC;1‘OS. N.J. JL3E 1970.  
H7-1 
MULTISUBJE 
TION 08 SUBJECT RELATE DOCUMEN 
ACCESSlO?r b1?4RER DESCRfPTlON 
NR-HB-00-000-006@4 OPERATIONAI, ENVIRO!WENT4L SATELLITE S Y S T M .  DR. CLIFF'DRD 
A. SPOHN, NATIONAL, ENVIROh%ENTAL SATELLITE CENTER. ESSA, 
SUITLAhD), MD. PRESENTED AT THE 4 l A A  ANNJAL MEFI'lFiG AhD 
TECHNICAL DISPLAY, STH, PHILADELPHIA, PA., E T .  1968,  PAPER 
NO. 68-1091.  A68-44989.  
Nf2.-HR-00-000-00685 THE INFLL'ENCE OF HAZE ON INFRARED R4DIATION M E A S l R M N T S  
DFTECTED BY SPACE VEHICLES. WILF'OHD ZIWNXOWSKI. DONALD 
HENDERSON, Ah'D J .  W R N  H4LES, UNIVERSI'TY OF W A H ,  SALT LAKE 
CITY.  WAH AhD INTERMWNTAIN WATHER. I t iC . ,  SALT LAKE CITY,  
WAH. PUBLISHCQ IN TELLUS, VOL. 17, MAY 1965 .  PP.147-165. 
NR-H@-00-000-006@6 DETECTION RESULTS FOR SCANNING RADARS 'EMPUIYING FEEDB4CK 
i h I m A T 1 o N .  GERARD V. TI?(:\&, N4V41. RESEARCH C . 4 H . .  W\SHI%- 
m N ,  D.C. P(W.fSHFD 1 %  !FEE TRA\SACTIO\S (1% PFEUSP(\CE A'.D 
ELECTRO'iIC S h S T k M ,  WI.. SC-5-6, W .  4, JLL! 1970.  P P - 5 2 2 -  
527 - 
N R - H ~ - O O - O O O - O O ~ ~ ~  THE C'SES OF ORRITIXG REI;I.ECTOR S~TFI  LITES. A.G. wrK1\ct iLw 
ASD H.M. W4TPOX. WFSTINGWI?X E:l.ECTR I C  COHP., H . U T I ~ U I R E .  
WRYLASD. PRESFKTUD A T  THE . A I 4 4  A \ N l A L  MkXTlNG P K D  TECH- 
N I C A L  DISP1.4Y. 4TH, A X W E I H ,  CALIF., E T .  1967 .  PAPER W .  
67-786 .  A67-42949.  
NR-H8-00-000-00689 DIFFX4CTION THEORY OF SHNXIW KNIFE 4ND S L I T  PHOTOMETRIC 
MCTHODS. L .A .  V A S I L t E V ,  E. P. KAZAWZHAN, -+\D V . S .  
SIKHORCKlhX, USSR. PCBLIFHFD I %  A k A D t X Y  SAIX SPFR: DOh'l.ADY, 
S F R I I A  FlZlK4 (WOSCOW), VOL. l e 6 ,  v). 1 ,  1969 .  PP .70 -72 .  
REPOHT NO. N4S4-CR-IOP245. COSTRACT u). t i4SS-124F7.  STAR 
N70-19708 .  
NR-H@-00-000-00692 ECON'OhllC ASPECTS OF IMPROVED WE4THER FT)fiEC4STIF;G. J .C.  
TWlPSON,  SAX JOSE P T A I E  COt.l.FXE, SA\ JOSE, C 4 1 . I F ~ U l A .  
PRESENTED AT 4 I AA ASNUAI, MELT I SG AND TECHX I C41, D I  SPL4Y. STH, 
PHIL4DELPHIA, PA., OCT. 1968 ,  PAPER W . 6 9 - 1 0 9 7 .  
tiR-H13-00-000-00693 EXPERINEHT DESCRIPTION, INTtXR4TIOV PROCESS 4h;D SI'PPOHT 
EOUl YMEHT DEVI.:lX)PWENT FDR AN ESVI HUNYENTAL MEASCRk>lC:?cTS 
EXPERIMENT PACK4GE OY THE APPL. I CAT 1 OIS TECHSOLOCY SRTELI, I TE . 
L. W. RUST4D AND W .C . K I KG, WEST I XGKX'SE EL.ECTR I C COKP . , 
B4LTIbORE. MD. PRESENTED AT THE I ~ T E R S A T l O S 4 L  ASTRONAUTICAL 
FEDERATION CONGRESS. 19TH. NEW YORK CITY.  OCT. 1968  ... 
PAPER As-114. ~ 6 8 I i 4 3 o 3  '
NR-He-00-000-00694 A MLTHOD FOR PREDICTING ATMOSPHFRIC 4EROSOL PCATTEHING 
COEFFICIENTS IN THE IHFR4RED. E.A. RARNHARM' Ah'D J.L. 
STREGTE. LAB. M)H ATMOSPHERIC AKD OPTICAL, PHYSICS. SOUTH- 
G~STERN'AT  MMPHIS, -MMPHIS, ~ T E ~ ~ s .  PLBLISHED IN-~PPLIED 
OPTICS, VOL. 9, ti0. 6, JUNE 1970 .  PP.1337-1344.  
NR-He-00-000'00695 A MODIFIED FDIR IER TRANSFDRM METHOD FW. MULTIPLE SCATTERING 
CALCULATIONS IN A PLANE PAR4LLEL H I E  A M S P H E R E .  J.V. DAVE, 
AYD J .  GAZDAG, IRM S C I E N T I F I C  CESTkR, PALQ ALTO, CAI.IF0RNIA. 
PUBLISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, VOL. 9, h 0 .  6, JbHE 1970 .  
PP.1457;1466. 
NR-HR-00-000-00698 AEROSPACE MF4SLREPlk3T TFCHVIOtES; ShWOSIkY, C4WW IWE. 
MlSS. , J lLh  1966 ,  PROCEED1 KGS . GESV G .  %*\%\ELL.\, %-\SA/ 
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER, CAWRIDGE, MASS. %AS4 SP-132. 
STAR N67-17781  1'0 N67-17795.  
NR-H%-00-000-00699 ME4SI'REMEW' AND I hTkXPRtTAT1ON OF REkR4CTlVX I h M Y  DIFFSR- 
E W E S .  ARCHI E W .  STRA 1 TON, LT 1 VERS I T t  OF TEX4S. W:ST I % . 
TEX4S. IN EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC Vi4TtX OS E:LFXTRCW.\G\ET I C  
t4VE PROPAG4TION- N4T0, ADVAWED STIDY I h S T I T I T E ,  lO%Do\. 
ONT4RIO. CAX4D4. SEPT. 1969 ,  PRfXCEEDIhGS (LobI)o\, WESTERN 
mTAR10, 1970 .  PP.179-192.  A70-26790 .  
H8-1 






P i -H@-00-000-00701  
DESCRIPTTIW 
ARIOSPHERIC THEHNAL RADIATION DI.E TO THE 22 .235  CHI, 113 .5  
W) AXD 1P3.311 GHZ ( 1 . 6 4  WP1) H 2 0  KOTATIO?.'dL LIKES. D.L. 
CROOM, RLIDIO AND SPACE HESE4RCH STaTION, DI'ITON P4RK,o 
SLOCEH, BLCKS, ENGL4ND. I N  EFFECTS OF ARIOSPHERIC F W F R  03  
ELECTRa(.XXET I C WAVE PROPAGAT ION, NATO, ADV.4WED STLD'I 
INSTITUI'K, W N L X N ,  ONTARIO. SEPT. 1969 ,  PRWEEDIhGS Cl.O%Do~. 
WESTERN ONTARIO UNIVERSITY, 1970) PP.53-68.  A70-28785 
SPECTROSCOPIC MEASLREMENTS OF WATER VAPOR-AIR WITH THE 
MICROW4VE DISPERSOMETER.,,,H.J. 
lBOLZDEH, (C0IX)RADO. I N  F,FCECTS OP ATWSPHERIC W4TER ON 
ELhTlR@iAGNKI'IC W A W  PROPAGATION, NATO ADVANCED STLDY 
I N S T I T W E ,  IX)ALX)N, ONTARIO, SEPT. 1969 ,  PROCEEDlhGS (LOSDo5, 
RESTWN ONTARIO UNIVERSITY, 1 9 7 0 )  PP.40-52.  870 -28784 .  
THE EVOLVPION OF GEOS-C AND THE RAD.4R ALTIMETER FUR GFmTl ' lC  
MEASUREMENTS. TECHNICAL MEMORAKMM, REPORT KO. TG 1115 .  
S.J. KOWAI,. THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, APPLIED PHYSICS 
LAB., SILWX SPRIKG, MARYLAbD. M;\Y 1970 .  CONTRACT NIMBt71 
N00017-62-C-0604.  
I.IEHE. ESS4, RESEARCH LAH, 
SCATTERING I N  THE ATMOSPHERES OF THE EARTH AND THE PLANETS. 
H.C. VAN DE HUIST, YEHKES OBSERVATORY, UNIVERSITY OF 
CHICAGO. P L B L I S W D  I N  THE ATMOSPHERES OF EARTH AhD 
PLANE;TS, 1 9 5 2  CHAPTER 3,  P P . 4 9 - I l l .  
THE ABSORPTION SPECTRLW OF THE ATMOSPHERE. LEU GOLDBERG, 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ORSERVAWHY. PUBLISHED I N  THE EARTH 
PIS A PLANLT, (THE SOLAR SYSTEM, VOL. 2 ) ,  CHICAGO, IrNIVERSITY 
OF GHICAGO PRESS, 1954 .  CHAPTER 9,  PP.434-490.  
THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS. PHYSICAL CONSTAhTS AhD 
CONVERSIONFACTORS. NASA SP-7012. B.A. MECHTLY, UNIVERSITY 
MESS1IM;EN ORER DES EI \F l l iSS  DER TWPER4TCR A I ' F  DIE SPEK- 
TRALEY E IGEhXHAFTEN VOS F W H G I A S F I  1.Tb:RX LXD Ft7TOVEHVI EL- 
F9CHERN. (HE4SI.RtYE4TS OF 1 H U  1 h F I . I F W F  OF TEXPER4YlHR OY 
THE SPECTR4L CH+W4CTEH I S T I C S  OF COLORED-GI.-\SS FILTERS 4 \D  
PHUlKWL'LTIPL.IERS. F . H .  GIESEKIkG, I '?.I \ERSIT4T. W X S ,  
REST GkTWWNY. PLT3LISHED I N  MESSTtXHXIK, VOL. 77.  (ET. 1969,  
PP.240-243. A70-12494 
hR-He-00-000-00706 COVCXT, SOLID-STATE IWGlhG SYSTFM. S .  KRhhEQt , J .  HINT, 
€3 AL., FA IRCHILD SPACE 4hD DFPF51SE StSTFYS, SlOSSET, 1.0V: 
ISLAND. hEW YORK. PRESEhTED AT THE SOClK fY  OF PKII'O-OPTICAL 
~NSTR~?~ENTATIO~ EWIWEHS, ANNL~AL TECHN I C ~ L  SYMPOS I ~ H  A S D ~  
EXHISORAW, 14TH, SAN FR4KCISCO. CALIF.. A I G .  1969 .  P l R -  
LISHED I N  PHOTO-OPTICAL INSTRLWiSTATIOY APPLICATIOSS AND 
THEORY, SOC IETY OF P M O - O P T  I C 4 L  I NSTRLNEKTAT ION EhG l&EFHS 
PROCEEDIMS, VOL. 2, ALG. 1969 .  PP.43-47.  A70-23752.  
NR-HR-00-000-00709 RADAR SPUCTRlN COhrTROL. HAROLD R.  WARD, RAYTHFOIJ CO., 
P Y L A V D ,  MASS. PRESEbTED AT EASCOY 69 ,  IEEE ELECTRONICS AND 
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS CONVEhTlON, WASHIbGTON, D.C. OCT. 1969 .  
REEORD, PP.298-304.. A70-27941 .  
NR-HR-00-000-00710 I N l k C L I I T T E R  VISIBILITY I N  Wl 'SYSTEMS. D.K. BARTON A h 9  
W.W. SHRADER, RAYTHEON CO., WAYLfiHD. MASS. PRESENTED 4T  
EASCON 69,  IEEE ELECTRONICS AND AEROSPWE S Y S T M S  CONVENTION 
W.I\SHIF;GTON, D.C. OCT. 1969 .  RECORD, PP.294-297.  
A70-27940. 
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hR-H8-00-000-00711 M4K - THE F I N 4 L  STAGE OF AN El FCTRO-OPTICAL 1M4GING S Y S T M .  
R.R. LFXAULT, Wi IVERSITY OF MICHICAN, AhN ARHOH, MICHIGAN. 
PRESENTED AT E4SCON 69,  IEEE, ELECTRONICS AhD AEROSPACE 
SYSTEMS CONVEhTlON, WASHIhCWN, D.C. OCT. 1969 .  RECORD, 
BP.16-21. A70-27903.  
i%R-H8-00-000-00712 IMAGE PROCESSItiG BY AN OPTICAL A N A W  DEVICE. ROLAND V. 
SH4CK. UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZDNA. PUBLISHED IN 
PATTERN RECCCNITION, VOL. 2,  1970 .  PP.123-126.  
AV lAT ION MEDICIt iE. FARNBOROlrGH, HANTS, ENGLAND. PUBLISHED 
I N  FLIGFPT INTERNATIONAL, VOL. 97, MAY 1970 .  PP.819-821. 
A70-302A7. 
NR-HR-00-000-00713 M4Y A h 4  H I S  ALTIMETER. DR. J.M. ROLFE, RAF, INSTITUTE OF 
kR-H8-00-000-00715 PfE4SIREMEbT OF A I R  DENSITY. CLAY D. WSTLUND AND OBED C. 
WAY C m K .  UNIVERSITY OF VrAli, SALT LAKE CITY,  UTAH. PRESENT- 
ED AT SPACE PRWCXTIOIS  FHoht THE ROO,\ M. RFG10\. P N T Y F D -  
I l W S  OF THE SYWOSIlW, Dt'4\ER, COLtM-IDU. J l l b  1961.. P1PFH 
58-2-3. A69-12609.  
hR-H8-00-000-00716 STlDlUS OY E-WTH 41HCLOW. ALWIN Y. Cw.'SP.\tY AhD TxMH.\\I J .  
B4KC:R. I,TAH STATE 1X 1 VETS 1 TY , lXX;44, ITdH. PRFSFITED dT 
SPACE PROJECTIOsS FX.Hohl THE ROCKY MT. RF.GIOs, PH(GEED1XCS 01.' 
THE SkMPOSIlYI, DFAVUH, COIX)RH.\Do, JLLb  19ht\. PAPER 6@-2-5 .  
A69-12@10 
bX-H~-00-000-00717 THUOHFTIC41, IhTERPRFT9TlOsi OF W I R E  PATTEHhS. GER4L.D OSTEH, 
ET AL., POLbTECHWIC' I W T I T l T E  OF R R W L Y N ,  HH(K)Kl.b%, N . Y .  
PL%LISHCm I N  JOLRNAL OF THE OPTICdt. S O C I E T Y  OF tVlERICA, 
VOL. 54 ,  KO. 2, fEB. 1964 ,  PP.169-175.  
NR-H8-00-000-0071@ MOIRE PATTER% - THEIR 4PPLIC4TIOS' TO REFRACTIVE INDEX AKD 
REFRACTIVE I A W X  GR9DIE'.T WdSLRF>WNT. YASI :VX+ I hi SHIJ I M A ,  
KYOrO lmi lVERSITY, KYOTO. JAPAN, A3D GERALD OSTER, POLY- 
TECHZIC I N S T I T I T E  OF RROO((LYti, BR00K1.khu, N.Y. I? JOtRNAI, 
OF THE OPTICAL S( l f l t .YY OF AVERIC4,, VOL. 54, KO. 1, J A N .  1 9 6 4  
PP.1-5. 
THE @-I2 MICRON ATfWSPHCRIC % I t i l X l W  OVER THE IKDIGN OCEAN 
AREA. NASA TN D-5101.  E4HL R. KREINS, M4JOR U S W ,  l i S 4 F  
EKVIROKMENTAI. TECHNICAL APPLIC4TIOYS CEkTER, W4SHlh'CTOk. 
D.C., AND LEWIS J .  ALLISOY. CX)DD4RD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER. 
GREEKBELT, M4RYLAND. KAT I ONAL AERON4UT I CS AND SPACE 
ADMINISTRATION, WASHItiGTON, D.C. A P R I L  1969 .  
N69-23318  
CR-HP-SG-000-00719 AN ATLAS OF TIROS V I 1  C0!4THI3Y M4PS OF EMITTED RADIATION I N  
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t iR-H9-00-000-00349 DUAL CH4KNEL SCANYING RADIOYETER, F I N A L  REPORT. RCA, 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY. JAN. 1968 .  REPORT hOS. HAS4-CR- 
95618  AND AED-R-3278. CONTRACT NO. NAS5-10414. STAR 
N69-28504.  
NR-H9-00-000-00354 SENSOR PERtZUHMANCE AND THE VEHICLE. PA15 1,. PRIOR, USAF, 
WIGHT-PATTERSON AFR, OHIO. PL'BLISHED IN ai4.I. EARTH 
RESOLVCES OBSERVATIONS AND 1 NFORM4T I ON SYSTCW MEET I W ,  
ANNAPOLIS, MD., MARCH 1970, PAPER KO. 70-291. A70-22853 
MICROFICHE COPY. 
~ ~ - ~ ~ - o o - o o o - o o 3 s s  o M I  KROPI M I  ROV-I\ I I -\vlio\wir I wv . (MICROPI I . H I  \G 01: WR I -\I- 
h;ffi .vri~~st.  V. 13 .  MIKHAIWV,  lwi. PIHI.ISHFD I S  GF'OI)~-ZI 1 . 1  
I K A R T O C X R ~ F ' I I ~ .  VOL. 14 ,  SO. IO. 1969 .  PP .67 -71 .  A70-1*692  
MICROFICHE COPY. 
tiR-H9- 00 -000-00336  O P I T  PRO1 7,WCWlYESVX;O PR ISIE\Ehl I - \  S-I~Ql.k"IWXX, R-lDlOD!l .~O-  
MER.\ PRI  S D I K E  V YlSSHT4HE 1 .ZS.OOO. (EXPERlhfEh1':IL IPPI . IC- \ -  
T l O N  O f  4N AIRCRAFT R-\\CE-O\L\ RAIXIR 1% C;IH\'k:bP 0% &I SiC.1l.E 
OF 1.25 .000) .  PCRLISHED IN CE00KZ.I I A  I krlHTCXXAYI 1 4 ,  
VOL. 14,  KO. I t .  1969 .  PP .29 -3s .  470 -19632 .  MICROFICHF 
COPY. 
hR-HQ-00-000-00359 PRCGRESS I N  HOI OGR3PHY. D. C-\K)R. I ~ I P k X I A l .  CO1.1 FGE OF 
SC I E K E  4YD TECH\OLWY, LOSIX)\, rCI.4\0.  PI'RI.1 SIiFI) IF; 
REPORTS OK PR'XRESS IN PHYSICS. 01.. 32, PART 1 , 1969.. 
PP.395-404.  A70-189.  HICROFICHU COPV. 
NR-H9-00-000-00362 THE THEORY 4 h D  CONSTRtCTION OF A PROPOSKD SIiPERCOSIX'CTI XC 
AEHOM4GWT I C  CR4D I CXCKWH. Ct4TT I OTA1.4, (MI .AN t L1 OP I S O ,  
(XLU. FINLAXD. PIHl.IFHk;D I N  ACT4 POL.jTKCHVICA SCA\DlX9VICA, 
ELECTHIC41, EhClKEERIXG SI.:RIES, hO. 21,  1969 .  A70-10LC9.  
MI.CROFICHE COPY. 
NR-H9-00-000-00763 DIE ELEKTRONISCHFN ENTFERSlrNGSMESSER WILD DlSTO\IAT D1 
D1 10. (THE ELECTRONIC DISTANCE METERS WI1.D DISIOMAT D1 50 
50  \ND 
AND D I  1 0 . 1  GWRGE STRASSER, N I L 0  HEERRRlCG AG; -RUBSTEIN,- 
SWITZERIAWD. P l 8 L l S H E D  I N  MESSTECHNIK, VOL. 77, KO. 1 2 ,  
DET. 1969 .  PP.279-286.  A70-16799 .  
hR-H9-00-000-00973 I N N S T R I A L ,  SC'IFVTIFIC 44D CO\PlERC141. 4PPI.ICJTIOUS OF h4S9 
DEVELOPED TEl.k>!k.TRt lETH\OlIX>b . EIlH I % 5 .  TEI.TSCHEH, D I G  IC(M 
IW., ROSYLX. hEW IORK;. PI'HLISHED IK \TC '69  RECOtID, . \ P R I I ,  
1 9 6 9 .  PP.124-131.  PRESEVFD AT I H E  N~iTIOS41 TEI.I.?tF-KERIhG 
CONFEREWE, FASHISCTON, D.C., .1PRII, 1969 .  
hR-H9-00-000-00974 M'I,Tl SPECTRAL IMAGE A ~ 4 I . Y S l S .  P4TRICk 0 .  F'I.IcOH, TE(:tt- 
NOLUGY, IKC., bQl>TAIN VIEW, C A L I F .  PIH1,ISHED l U  '69 h.\E:CO\ 
PROCEEDISGS, blAY 1969 .  PP.S7-61.,- PRKSEhl'FD 9 T  l \ S T I T I T E  O F  
EI.ECTRIC41. ASD FLECTRO\ICS ESGl \b.k,RS, h4TIO\RI. 'IF:ROSP,ICe: 
ELECTRONICS CONFEREhCE, 21ST, DA'ITOS, (W10, M4Y 1969 .  
A69-34064.  
HR-H9-EK-998-01046 PROJECTFD USFS OF' ORSF:RV4TlONS OF TW: EARTH FROM SPACE -- 
THE UROS PROCX434 OF THE DKPAFtTNENT OF THE INTERIOR. W I l . I ~ I A M  
A. FISCHER, U . S .  Ck:OL.oGIC~\L SLRWY,  R4SHlhGTON, D.C. 
PLBLISHFD IN A I d A  PROCEEDIKGS, MRRCH 1 9 7 0 ,  PAPER NO. 70-332. 
PRESE\TF.D AT THE A I A 4  EARTH RFSOIRCES ORSERVATIONS AhD I k F V -  
RMATION SYSTLW MEETItiG, ANNAPOLIS, bl9RYLAhD, MARCH 1 9 7 0 .  
NR-H9-HJ-000-01154 U)CATIhG PVTEkTIAl, (XTDOOR RECREATIOX AREAS FR(M 4 E R l 4 L  
PHCYI'OCRAPHS . JOHN J . L I  hDSAY, IN 1 VFXS I T Y  OF W R W N T  , 
BURLINGTON, VERMONT. Pl.Bl.ISHUD I N  JOLWNdl, OF FORESTRY, VOL. 
67,  NO. 1, JAN. 1969 .  PP.33-35. 
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NR-H9-00-000-01155 SPACE SYSTMS FOR EARTH RESOLRCES INFORM4TlON. DONALD M. 
WALTZ, TRW SYSTEMS, REDOWXI RE4CH, CAL IF .  PRESEN'fED AT THE 
AMERICAN ASTROSAITICAL SOCIETY, NATIOhAL PlEETIhC, L4S  




iXR-H9-00-000-0116@ S P X E  ORSFRVATIOXS A I D  E4RTH RESOIRCE STIQIES.  WILLlP4 A:. 
PISCHEH, t1.S. GEOl.<X;IC.\L SlHVEt , H4SHlhGTOV. D.C. PRESEhlED 
AT THE A14.4 AkNl'AL, MEETlhC A\D TECHVICAL D ISPIA ' r ,  4TH, 
ANAHEIM. C 4 L I P . ,  mT. 1967 .  PAPt.:H hO. 6 7 - 7 6 4 .  
~ R - H 9 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 1 1 6 9  SEXSING WITH RADAR. Ix1. L.fXW:RHD 1 .  PORCELI.0, t !SIIVf.XSIT't  OF 
%(ICHIGAN, AYN A R B O R ,  M1CH. PRESt\TC'D AT THE I%IVF:K.';ITY OF 
MICH I GAN, ESC I hEEH I hC Sl%MER COhPEHEhCES , F'l!KDA1WE\l'AI .S OF 
R W T E  SENSlKC, ANN ARBOR, MICH., J1R.Y 1969 .  A69-37741 .  
AR-H9-00-000-01170 THE EXTRaCTlON OP DATA FRWi AERIAL, PtlCYRXXAPHS RY HLWY AkD 
M T H & h I C 4 L  MEAkS. DR. ROHEHT N. COLNELL, LMIVERSIT t  OF 
C4LIFORNIA,  H E R K E I E Y ,  C A L I F .  PUBLISHED IN PHOTOGR4bWETRIA, 
v a .  20, 1965 .  P P . ~ I I - ~ ~ w .  
NR-H9-00-000-01172 PKMX;RAPHY AND IMAGERY -. A CLARlF lCATION OF TERMS. CH'IRLES 
J .  RORIhOVE, U.S. GKOLDC.lC4L SIJRVEY, WASHIhCTON, D.C. 
PC'RLISHED I N  PMYI'UGRAMWTRIC ENGINEF-XlhG, VOL. 29, KO. 5, 
1963.  PP.@80-881. 
hR-H9-00-000-0 I ' i 7 5  9E'XYlX DRTECT ION OF SOLAR STIML%ATSD LlMl NESCENCE . W I  1,141 AM 
R. H M P H I L L ,  U.S. GKOLOGICAL SbRVEY. WASHINGTON, D.C. 
PRESEhiTED AT THE INTERNATIONAL ASTRON4LTICAL FEDERATION 
CQSGRESS, 19TH, NEW kORK CITY,  NSW YOHK, OCT. 1 9 6 8 .  PAPER 
AS-156. 
NR-H9-00-000-0117$ GFOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON MANNED SPACECRAFTS. K.YA. 
KOMHIATYEV AND 0.1. SMOKTY, LENlhCRAD STATE UNIVERSITY, 
LCYIWX44D. C!SSR. 
WL- 74,  No. I .  1969.  PP.227-246. A69-16633.  
P IRL ISHED I \  P I R E  4\D .\PPI.IUD GEOOPHISIICS. 
SR-HCI-00-000-01 1 7 9  TERR~IN RI\D.IR FCXITER - EXPERIMEWTIL .AXD THwmm-:T(c.\t.. 
bFSCOS TECHkICAL PAPFR5 19ha .  PART I. S F S S I O Y  77. 5 P*\PYHS 
RR-H9-00-000-01181 APP4REKT TMPET4TtRES OF P(ME TFRRESTRI A L  WATER1 31.S 
SL'N A T  4.3-MILLIMETER W4VE[F\GTHS. A . W .  STH4ITO\. C.W. 
TOL.BERT. AND C.O. BRITT.  I h l W R S I T I  OF TEXAS, 4 W T I \ .  TC'XAS. 
PCHLISHUD IN J O I R h 4 L  OF APPLIED PHYSICS, VOL. 29.  XO. 5, 
M Y  1958 .  PP.776-7@2. 
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F;H-H9-00-000-01182 F W E  I'-lPORT-lhT CH4RACTERISTICS OF PIXYTOKXAPHIC M.ITUR I 41.S FOR 
A I R  PHCTTO%H.IPHS. L. M[l. l. lhS, #OD.\#, LTD. Pl'RI.ISHFD I N  
PKn 'OCRWWTHICs  VOL. 5.  NO. 2 P t  OCT. 1 9 6 6 .  PP.240-210.  
NR-H9-00-000-01 1 P! j  THF 1'SE OF COl.0177 PHWOXRJPHY FOR I..~IRGE-SCALE PbIPPISG. 
H.C. WODROW, ORDKASCE SlHVE\ . Pl'BLISHED IN PHOT(X;HA'-MkTRlC 
RECORD, VOL. 5, KO. 30 ,  1 9 6 7 .  P P . 4 3 3 - 4 6 0 .  
KR-H9-00-000-01I P7 MIKRWWl'EOROLCGI SCtlE TF?lPE"RAYIHWSf;~XGEN VOU I.lIFTF.\HR%ElGE:N 
A l S .  DI ETER LOHEYZ, MFTr'KOROLXX; I X H E S  OH9EHV4IOll I IY 
WE%PElSSE\REKG 0 HHU'FRS,  DEtq- scwx .D,  w x r  GF:RN.V.Y . 
Bl;HI, I SHED 1 N ANNAL DER (.IUTEOROLXEIE, KO. 3, 1 9 6 7 .  PP.154- 
1.58. 
NR-H9-00-000-01 I 9 1  A ClIIDI.: TO SATEL1,ITE CLOlO PHOTO INTERPRl?TAT10%. ROY 1.W 
AtiD CHARLES I . TACC4RT, DEPT. OF TRANSPOKT, METEOROI.06 ICAI, 
ERIC WATER Oh t ' l  F:CTRW4GX;ETIC 24VE PROPAGAT I OX, %AT(), 
ADVAKED STliD'r IhSTITlTI'E PRWEEDI;\'GS, L.ONDOh, ONTARIO, 
§EP?. 1 9 6 9 .  PP.73-90.  A70-28786 .  
BRahCH, TOROSTO, CAUADA . P l B I  ,1  SHED 1 X EFFECTS OF ATbOSPH- 
RR-H9-00-000-01192 L I D 4 R .  R.T.M. COLLIS, STANFORD RESE4RCH INSTITUTE, M 
PARK, CAI,I F . PlIRL I SHED I N EFFFXTS OF ATCIOSPHER I C WAT 
ELECTRW9GNFT!C W.AVE PROPAG4TION, N4T0, ADVANCED STUDY 
INSTITUTE PROCEEDLMS, WisDON, OtiTARIO, SEPT. 1 9 6 9 .  PP.104- 
120. 470-28787 .  
kH-H9-00-000-01193 S(ME PHOT(X.RAPH1C RESULTS OF THE APOL,lX) 11  MISSION. P A L k  
A LARSEN, NAS4, MARSHAL.L SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, HUF;TSVILI.E, 
ALABAMA. REPORT NO. NASA-TM X-64501.  STAR Fi70-24246. 
NR-H9-00-000-01194 4IRRORxE GEOPHYSICAL METHODS. PETER HOOD, GEOIXPCICAI. S l R V E Y  
OF CANADA, OTTAWA,  CANADA AND S . H .  WARD. UNIWRSIT'i  OF 
C91.1 FORX 1 4 ,  RINhELEI , CJ1.l F. Y l  HI. I SHED 1 AI~V.\\CES I \ GECI- 
PHYSICS. VOt.. 1.3, l 9 h 9 .  P Y . l - 1 1 2 .  
4056-40560. A D I i 5 5 - 5 5 2 .  
hH-H9-00-000-01207 PLIKIhG PWIYKH4PHS CLEARFH. RFSFARCH TKFkDS MAG37lhE, 
COR\ELI, dER044ljTIC41, 1.4R RIIFF.IlO, hEH. tOliK. PlHI, ISHFD I N  
IhIXSTRlAI~ PHOTOGRAPH\, V6L.  I H ,  OCT. 1 9 6 9 .  PP.24-27,  P I -  
82. 
I R L E  R T I R E  IMPORT44CF TO SC J EhCE. ) PROF. HARA1.D kO1 K W \ h ,  
CARL ZElSS, REST GERN4tiY. P1.131,l SHED I N  N4TI33WI SSENSCHAkT- 
LlCHE RGSDSCHhU, WL. 22, H E W .  10, OCT. 1969.  PP.431-439.  
A70-13168. 
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NR-H9-00-000-01216 
NR-H9-00-000-01220 
.NR-H9- 00- 000-0 1 2 2 2 
DESCRIPTIO% 
DlFFRdCTIOY-PAn'ER\ SAMPLIhC FVR AInW4TlC PATTEXN RECCGKIT- 
IO&. GEORGE C .  LFhDARIS AhD GORMN L. STAWEY,  AC ELECTHOV- 
ICS-DEFEhSE HFSE4HCH L A B . ,  SANTA BAHRARA, CALIF. PLrH1,ISHED 
IN IEEE PROCEEDIhCS, VOL. 5 8 ,  FEB. 1970. PP.198-216. 
A70-23802. 
OPPRi\TIONAI r\lfiRoH\c' 7 H F R W I  IY\CIK: Sb%,R\EIS. RONALD B .. - . - - 
STIbGELIN, HRR-SIKGER, I N C . ,  STATE COLLECF:, P4. PLRLISHED 
IN GFDPWSICS, VOL. 34, NO. 5, OCT. 1969. PP.760-771. 
A SPECTRUM MATCHING TECHXIQUES FOR Eh'HAHC'NC IMAGE: CONTRAST 
DO'r.\LD S . LOW AhD JOHN C . N . BRA 1THWA ITE, 1IN IVERS 11 1 OF 
H:CHIC4N. ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. PWLISHED IN APPLIED OPTICS, 
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9CCESii ION NXBER DKSCRIPTIOV 
NR-P6-CJ-000-00356 EFFECTS OF ORC4VIC MATTER ON THE MX,TISPECTR4L PROPERTIES OF 
SOILS. M.F. RUVGAHD\ER, C . J .  JOH-\%%SEN. IT 41,. , Pt;RIXF: 
L;NIVI.:HSITY, REST L W A ~ ~ T E ,  IKDIAYI\. L ~ H S  INNWYJTIOY w r E  
030S70 ,  ACRICL1,TCXAL EXPERIMENT STAPION JOUfIN4L hO. 3939 .  
hR-P6-00-000-00357 A STCDY OF' THE ECO'.CMIC RENEFITS AXD IMPLICATIONS OF SPACE 
STATIO- OPERATIO\';. VOI.. 1 ,  SCFMARY, VOL. 2 ,  COST/RENEPIT 
MI.TtiOIX)C.CX;Y, VOI. 3 ,  CASE STUDIES. AI.LAN H. M U I R ,  PLf iSXIW 
RKSE9RCH COHP.. b4SHIKGrOON, D.C. REPOHT SO. PRC R-1218.  
CONTRACT hLMRF-R A4SW-1604. JAKUARY 1968 .  
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b f l - 5 1 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 3 0 2  APOLLQ 12 HlSSlOS REPORT. REPORT NO. MSC-01855. H4TION4L 
AERON4VfICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATlOh, MANNED SP4CFCH.11.T 
CENTER, HOUSTON. TEX4S. M4RCH 1 9 7 0 .  
t i R - 5 1 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 3 0 4  ANAL’tSlS OF APOLI-0 AS-501 MISSION EARTH PHCIIYX.RAPHY. N4SA 
TECHNICAL MFOR4VDCY X-58015.  CMPlII- .D BY JMW E. WRhRACH, 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS. FEBRUARY 1 9 6 8 .  
STAR ~ 6 e - 3 6 4 6 7 .  
SECTION 52 - EARTH RESOURCES 
TECHNOLOGICAL SATE L LITES (E RTS) 
EARTH RESOLRCES TECH\OlXrCIC4L S4TZI.LITES ERTS 1 
ACCESS ION hLW3ER DESCRlPTlON 
KR-52-00-000-00027 btW4GEMF:NT, PROCESSlhG A5D DlSSMIXATIO ' i  OF SENSORY DATA FUR 
THE E.1RTH RESOL'RCES TECHNOI.OGY S~lTFl.l . lTk;.  EI\RI, S .  M E R H I l 1 ' ,  
MASS. DEC. 1 9 6 9 .  HEPORT KO. K A S 4  CR-1090111 REPT-9G4.5-43. 
WALTEH c .  A H L I N ,  ALLIFD HESI.:.\RCH ASSOCIATES, I ~ c . ,  COVXRD, 
CONTRACT KO. NAS5-10343. STAR H 7 0 - 2 1 0 8 9 .  MICROFICHE COPY. 
hR-52-00-000-00028 E4RTH RES0I;RCES NATIONAL DATA PROCESSII'G CENTKR - kHY, WH4T. 
WHEN, AND H O W  PRXH. E. HART AM? N. GlTl.O\'E, F41RCHII.D SP4CE 
AKD DEC'EKSE SYSTMS. SYOSSKT. L ~ X G  I S I A ~ D .  N . Y .  PREsF:rrt.'D 
AT THE A 1 4 4  EARTH HfiSDlRCFS ORSYfI\ ATIOSS AbD l k F O R b j A T l 0 ~  . 
70-324.  A70-22863.  
SYSTEM hlt.ETlhG, ANNAPOLIS, M4R'rldAhl), PWRCH 1 9 7 0 .  PAPER 
52-1 
N 53 - SKY LAB 
SKY LAR 
ACCESS I ON N W B E R  DESCR I PT I O Y  
XH-53-00-000-00015 RE‘OTE SENSING OF EARTH RESOlRCES FRM AX E4HL.Y Wi\‘iXED SPACE 
ST4TION. SOL Z H I R N ,  MC DO?..SEI.I. DOL%I.AS ASTROSA~1’1CS CO. , 
HerhTINGTON BEACH. CALIF.  PREFFhTKD AT THE SOCIETY 01.’ PHOTT()- 
OPTICAL lNS1’H\XKATATlOY ETG.IKEt.:RS, ANNUAL, TKCHNICAI, SI\tPOS- 
1 0 4  AND EXHIHOR4‘4A, 14TH, SA% FRAWISCO, C A L I F . ,  41.33. 1 9 6 0 .  
PC’RLISHkXl I N  PHOTO-OPTICAL INSTR[PtENl’Al’ION APPLIC4TIOUS AVD 
THEORY, SoGlETY OF PHOTO-OPTICAL Ih’STHIMENTATION E:UGIS;EI:HS 
PROCEFDINCS. VOL. 2 ,  ~11.G. 1969.  PP.175-1R7. CONTRACT KO. 
NAS8-21064. A70-23760.  
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